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Abstract
The thesis consists of six chapters. In Chapter 1, we will briey introduce the background
of the topic, as well as some results we already know. The next ve chapters can be divided
into two parts. The rst part is about the discrete Fourier restriction phenomenon. In Chap-
ter 2, we consider the discrete Fourier restriction phenomenon associated with Schrodinger
equations. We study the size of the Fourier transform of a periodic function on a truncated
discrete paraboloid. We develop two ways to tackle the problem, and the second one recov-
ers Bourgain's level set result on Strichartz estimates associated with periodic Schrodinger
equations. Some sharp estimates on L
2(d+2)
d norms of certain exponential sums in higher
dimensional cases are established.
In Chapter 3 we further discuss the discrete Fourier restriction problem associated with
higher order dispersive equations, with the method developed in Chapter 2. We obtain some
sharp bound on the size of the Fourier transform of a function for large indices. Some new
Strichartz estimates of this type are obtained. Also, we can use the method to prove some
exponential sum estimates, which are classic in number theory.
The second part of the thesis is about the local well-posedness of some dispersive equations.
In Chapter 4, we prove the local well-posedness of the periodic gKdV equations. The method
we apply here is a generalization of Bourgain's \denominator manipulation". With this idea,
we further discuss a more general type of KdV equation in Chapter 5. We establish the local
well-posedness of the periodic KdV equations with nonlinear terms F (u)ux, provided F 2 C5
and the initial data u0 2 Hs with s > 1=2 (1=2 is sharp).
In Chapter 6 we focus on the local well-posedness of the periodic fth order KdV type
ii
dispersive equations with nonlinear terms P1(u)ux + P2(u)u
2
x, provided the initial data u0 2
Hs with s > 1. Here P1(u) and P2(u) are polynomials of u. Some Strichartz estimates
derived in Chapter 3 are used in the proof. Also, a couple of counterexamples are given to
exhibit the sharpness of the indices.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The well-posedness of the Cauchy problem in partial dierential equations (PDEs) is
very important. By well-posedness we mean that, for an initial value problem, there exists a
unique solution for each set of initial data, which depends continuously on the initial data (in
some topology). These are the properties that mathematical models of physical phenomena
should have. If the solution exists locally in time, then we say the problem is locally well-
posed. If the solution exists for all time t, then it is globally well-posed. People rst explore
the local well-posedness of an equation, and then try to study if the local solution can be
extended globally (mostly with the help of some conservation law of the equation).
The periodic PDEs and non-periodic PDEs behave quite dierently. To illustrate this
point, let's rst consider the periodic nonlinear Schrodinger equation
8>><>>:
xu+ i@tu+ ujujp 2 = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x):
(1.0.1)
Here x = (x1;    ; xd) 2 Td, T is a torus R=2Z, x is the Laplacian operator on x, and
u(x; t) is a function of d + 1 variables which is periodic in space variable x. To derive the
local well-posedness of such inhomogeneous initial value problem, we usually employ the
Duhamel principle to represent the dierential equation as an equivalent integral equation
u(x; t) = eitu0(x) + i
Z t
0
ei(t )
 ju(x; )jp 2u(x; ) d;
1
and then apply Picard's iteration to get the desired result. During this procedure, in order
to control the nonlinear part (i.e., the second term on the right-hand side), one needs some
inequalities called Strichartz estimates.
Bourgain [1] rst studied the corresponding Strichartz estimates in this setting, and he
found such estimates dier between the periodic case (i.e., x 2 T) and non-periodic case
(i.e., x 2 R). In the non-periodic case, the following Strichartz estimate is well-known (see
[23]): eit
Lp(dxdt)
 CkkL2(dx); p = 2(d+ 2)
d
:
Here (and in the following) C is some constant independent of . Unfortunately, this in-
equality is not true if we simply replace Lp(dxdt) and L2(dx) by Lp(Td+1) and L2(Td),
respectively. Therefore, nding the correct Strichartz estimate in the periodic setting is
necessary.
Bourgain gave a counterexample to show why it is not true. Fourier analysis plays an
important role in this context. Let
n = (n1;    ; nd) 2 Zd; jnj =
q
n21 +   + n2d:
If we expand  into its Fourier series
(x) =
X
n
b(n)e2inx; (here b(n) = Z
Td
(x)e 2ixndx)
then by calculation, one gets
eit(x) =
X
n
b(n)e2inxe 42ijnj2t:
Therefore, the Strichartz estimate in the periodic setting is equivalent to an exponential sum
2
estimate (if it were true)
X
n
ane
2i(nx+jnj2t)

Lp(Td+1)
 C
 X
n
janj2
!1=2
: (1.0.2)
Bourgain showed in [1], that when d = 1, we have

X
jnjN
ane
2i(nx+n2t)

L6(T2)
 (logN)1=6
 X
n
janj2
!1=2
;
thus (1.0.2) cannot be true. The counterexample in the case d = 2 was given by Takaoka
and Tzvetkov [41].
To get the correct Strichartz estimate, one should put some restriction on n. Let
Sd;N =

n 2 Zd : jnjj  N; 1  j  d
	
;
and assume b is compactly supported, i.e., suppb  Sd;N , then we would expect that the
Strichartz estimate is of the form
X
n2Sd;N
ane
2i(nx+jnj2t)

Lp(Td+1)
 Kp;d;N
 X
n
janj2
!1=2
; (1.0.3)
where Kp;d;N is not a uniform constant, but a bound that depends on the support of b (note
that an can be understood as b(n)).
A method in harmonic analysis was introduced by Bourgain [1] to obtain
Kp;d;N  CN
d
2
  d+2
p
+"; for p  2(d+ 4)
d
and any positive ":
In his proof, Bourgain applied the Hardy-Littlewood circle method, Weyl sum estimate,
Tomas-Stein restriction theorem and his entropy method. The most crucial result in the
3
proof is a certain (sharp) level set estimate. With this Strichartz estimate, Bourgain proved
some local well-posedness results for periodic Schrodinger equations in higher dimensions.
It was also conjectured by Bourgain in [1] that
Conjecture (Bourgain).
Kp;d;N 
8>><>>:
CpN
d
2
  d+2
p
+"; for p  2(d+2)
d
;
Cp; for 2  p < 2(d+2)d :
Here (and in the following) Cp denotes a constant that depends on p. The understanding of
this conjecture is still incomplete. For instance, the desired upper bounds for K5;1;N , K3;2;N
or K 2(d+2)
d
;d;N
for d  3 are not yet obtained, and the most dicult case appears at the
critical index 2(d+2)
d
. So far, no method seems to be able to reach this index yet.
The Strichartz estimate appears in the study of other dispersive equations as well. For
example, Bourgain [2] further considered the initial value problem of the periodic generalized
Korteweg-de Vries equation (gKdV equation for short)
8>><>>:
ut + uxxx + u
ku = 0; (k  3 is an integer)
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
As before, by Duhamel's principle, we can write this dierential equation as an equivalent
integral equation, and the corresponding Strichartz estimate is

NX
n= N
ane
2itn3+2ixn

Lpx;t(TT)
 Kp;N
 
NX
n= N
janj2
! 1
2
:
Here fang is a sequence of coecients, and Kp;N is the bound that depends on N , the cut-o
of an. The critical index for this inequality is p = 8, and Bourgain conjectured in [2] that
K8;N  CN " for any positive ".
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Although this conjecture is not solved yet, Bougain proved that K4;N  C and K6;N 
CN " in [2]. The L4 result comes from the orthogonality of exponential sums, and the L6
result could be shown by an estimate of the number of divisors of O(N). (Both of these two
estimates are below the critical index 8.) More importantly, Bourgain observed that the L4
and L6 Strichartz estimates are crucial for obtaining the local well-posedness of the periodic
gKdV equations. Then, Colliander, Keel, Stalani, Takaoda and Tao showed in [12] that
the Cauchy problem for periodic gKdV equations is locally well-posed if the initial data is
in Hs for s  1=2 (1/2 is sharp and cannot be lowered). Their proof mainly relies on a
rescaling argument and the multilinear estimate.
The study of the periodic Strichartz estimates and the well-posedness of periodic dispersive
equations is one of the most invigorating elds. There are many new results. For exam-
ple, Herr, Tataru and Tzvetkov [17] proved the well-posedness of some defocusing periodic
Schrodinger equation (replacing x by  x in (1.0.1)) by applying a trilinear Strichartz
estimate, and Wang [44] generalized their results. Besides, Wang [43] proved the local well-
posedness of the cubic hyperbolic Schrodinger equation when the initial value is in Hs with
s > 1=2 (some ill-posedness was obtained too). Kishimoto [27] showed the initial value prob-
lem of the mass-critical periodic nonlinear Schrodinger equation on T and T2 cannot have a
smooth data-to-solution map in L2, even for small initial data (recall the counterexamples
of the periodic Strichartz estimate given by Bourgain and Takaoka and Tzvetkov).
The purpose of this thesis is to study the Strichartz estimates associated with some pe-
riodic dispersive equations, as well as the local well-posedness of these equations. Since by
duality, the Strichartz estimates can be written into the form of discrete Fourier restriction,
we will employ some harmonic analysis methods to deal with the problem. We will give
a dierent proof of Bourgain's result on the discrete Fourier restriction problem associated
with Schrodinger equations by introducing a new method to get the level set estimate. This
method allows us to obtain some higher order discrete Fourier restriction estimates as well.
Then, with some Strichartz estimates, we are able to establish the local well-posedness of
5
certain periodic dispersive equations.
In the next section, we will review some concepts and theorems that we have mentioned or
will be used in this thesis. The rest of the thesis contains two parts, and can be outlined as
follows. The rst part is devoted to the discrete Fourier restriction phenomenon. In Chap-
ter 2, we consider the discrete Fourier restriction phenomenon associated with Schrodinger
equations. We study the size of the Fourier transform of a periodic function on a trun-
cated discrete paraboloid, and develop two methods to approach the problem. The second
method recovers Bourgain's level set result on Strichartz estimates associated with periodic
Schrodinger equations. Some sharp estimates on L
2(d+2)
d norm of certain exponential sums in
higher dimensional cases are established. In Chapter 3, we further discuss the discrete Fouri-
er restriction problem associated with higher order dispersive equations, with the method
developed in Chapter 2. We get some sharp bound on the size of the Fourier transform of a
function for large p, and some new Strichartz estimates of this type are obtained. Also, we
can use the method to prove some exponential sum estimate, which is a classical result in
number theory.
The second part of the thesis is devoted to the local well-posedness of some dispersive
equations. In Chapter 4, we prove the local well-posedness of the periodic gKdV equations.
This result was obtained in [12], but we apply a generalization of Bourgain's \denominator
manipulation" to provide a dierent proof. With this idea, we further discuss a more general
type of KdV equations in Chapter 5. We establish the local well-posedness of the periodic
KdV type equations with nonlinear terms F (u)ux, provided F 2 C5 and the initial data
u0 2 Hs with s > 1=2 (1=2 is sharp). In Chapter 6, we focus on the local well-posedness of the
periodic fth order KdV type dispersive equations with nonlinear terms P1(u)ux + P2(u)u
2
x,
provided the initial data u0 2 Hs with s > 1. Here P1(u) and P2(u) are polynomials of
u. Some Strichartz estimates derived in Chapter 3 are used in the proof. Also, a couple of
counterexamples are given to exhibit the sharpness of the indices.
6
1.1 Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some concepts and theorems that we have mentioned or will be
used later. Throughout the thesis, we use a+ and a  to denote quantities a+ " and a  ",
where " > 0 is arbitrarily small, and implicit constants are allowed to depend on ".
1.1.1 PDEs
First we include the Duhamel's principle here. Duhamel's principle expresses the solution
to a general inhomogeneous linear equation as a superposition of free solutions arising from
both the initial data and the forcing term (see [8] for more details).
Proposition 1.1.1 (Duhamel's Principle). Let L be some spatial operator. Then the solution
to the initial value problem
ut   Lu = F; u(x; 0) = u0(x) (1.1.1)
is given by
u(x; t) = etLu0(x) +
Z t
0
e(t )LF (x; )d; (1.1.2)
provided that u, u0 and F have enough regularity.
Indeed, one can view Duhamel's principle as the fundamental theorem of calculus twisted
(conjugated) by the free propagator etL, since when L = 0 then we have classical fundamental
theorem of calculus.
In this thesis, we will always assume the initial value to be inHs(Td), the standard periodic
d dimensional Sobolev space.
Denition. The Sobolev space Hs(Td), s 2 R, is the set of functions that for each function
7
f , the norm kfkHs is nite:
kfkHs =
 X
n
 
1 + jnj2s  bf(n)2!1=2 <1:
The index s here indicates the \smoothness" of the function f .
The Picard iteration is frequently used in the study of PDEs. Here we will briey describe
the procedure. If we consider the initial value problem (1.1.1) with the right-hand side F (u),
then by Duhamel's principle, one gets
u(x; t) = etLu0(x) +
Z t
0
e(t )LF (u)(x; )d: (1.1.3)
Dene an operator T to be
Tu(x; t) = etLu0(x) +
Z t
0
e(t )LF (u)(x; )d:
Then in order to get a solution of (1.1.3), we only need to nd a function u such that
Tu = u. This can be realized by applying various xed-point theorems, one of which is
Banach xed-point theorem.
Theorem 1.1.2 (Banach Fixed-Point Theorem). Let (X; d) be a nonempty complete metric
space. Let T : X ! X be a contraction mapping on X, i.e., there exists a nonnegative real
number  < 1 such that for all x; y 2 X, d(T (x); T (y))   d(x; y). Then the map T admits
one and only one xed-point x such that T (x) = x.
The proof of this theorem can be found in [13]. With Banach xed-point theorem, to solve
Tu = u, we usually construct a normed space M , on which T is a contraction, and then nd
a function u 2 M such that u is a xed point of T . In practice, when we look for the local
well-posedness, some truncation on the time variable t will be made. One can see the proofs
in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 to get more details.
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1.1.2 Number theory
Let N be an integer, and d(N) be the number of divisors of N . If we factor N = pa11    parr ,
where p1;    ; pr are distinct primes, then d(N) = (1+a1)    (1+ar). One has the following
result of the normal order of d(N).
Theorem 1.1.3. If " is positive, then
2(1 ") log logN < d(N) < 2(1+") log logN :
This result can be found in Hardy and Wright's book [16]. In this thesis, we only need a
less strong fact that d(N) = O(N ").
Let us denote the greatest common divisor of two integers a and b as (a; b). For example,
(6; 9) = 3, and (4; 9) = 1. For any positive integer q, dene Pq by
Pq = fa 2 Z : 1  a  q; (a; q) = 1g:
Then, the classical Euler's phi function (or called the totient function) (q), which counts
the number of positive integers less than or equal to q and are relatively prime to q, can be
written as (q) = #Pq. While we know the order of (q) is always \nearly q", we depend
more on the average order of it.
Theorem 1.1.4.
NX
q=1
(q) =
3N2
2
+O(N logN):
The proof of this theorem can also be found in [16].
As we have seen before, the estimate of exponential sums play an important role in the
proof of Strichartz estimates. The principal point with respect to such sums is to nd out
their most accurate possible estimates (usually upper bound). The two types of exponential
sums that will appear in this thesis are Gauss sum and Weyl sum. The estimates of these
9
two types of sums are classical, and we will include the results here for a reference.
First we introduce Gauss sum. Dene
S (a; b; q) :=
qX
n=1
e2i
an2+bn
q ; a; b; q are integers and (a; q) = 1:
Then, we have the following result.
Lemma 1.1.5.
S(a; b; q) 
p
2q:
This result can be proved by the squaring method (see [16] or [42]). In fact, for most a; b and
q, we can even express S(a:b:q) explicitly with an accurate formula, but we do not pursue
these results here.
Next we introduce Weyl sum, which is a more general class of exponential sums. Weyl
sum (of degree d) is of the form
NX
n=1
e2iP (n); P (x) = dx
d +   + 1x; d;    ; 1 2 R:
The rst general method for nding nontrivial estimates of this sum was due to H. Weyl,
and the result is
Theorem 1.1.6. Suppose that P (x) = x2 + x where  satises
  aq   1q2 for some
relatively prime integers a and q. Then
NX
n=1
e2iP (n)  C

Np
q
+
p
N log q +
p
q log q

:
By elaborating on this method we can extend Theorem 1.1.6 to Weyl sum of higher degree.
Theorem 1.1.7. Suppose that P (x) =
Pd
j=1 jx
j, that
d   aq   1q2 , and that (a; q) = 1.
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Then for any positive ", one has
NX
n=1
e2iP (n)  Cd;"N1+"

1
q
+
1
N
+
q
Nd

;
where  = 21 d.
The proofs of Theorems 1.1.6 and 1.1.7 rely on Weyl's squaring method (see [22], [31] or [42]
for details).
1.1.3 Harmonic analysis
First we start with the Schur test. The result can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1.8 (Schur test). Let X, Y be two measurable spaces. Let T be an integral
operator with the kernel K(x; y); x 2 X; y 2 Y dened as Tf(x) = R
Y
K(x; y)f(y)dy. If
there exist constants A;B such that
Z
Y
K(x; y)dy  A;
Z
X
K(x; y)dx  B;
then kTfk2 
p
ABkfk2.
Theorem 1.1.8 can be proved by interpolation (see [35] for details).
Now we dene the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. Let B(0; r) be the Euclidean
ball of radius r centered at the origin. The Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of a locally
integrable dunction f on Rn is dened by
Mf(x) = sup
r>0
1
jB(0; r)j
Z
B(0;r)
jf(x  y)jdy: (1.1.4)
There are some other denitions of the maximal function, as one can take cubes instead
of balls, and the balls need not to be centered at the origin. But all these denitions are
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equivalent in the sense that they can control each other. The following theorem about the
maximal function will be used in this thesis.
Theorem 1.1.9.
kMfkp  Cpkfkp; 1 < p  1:
Feerman and Stein derived the following extension of Theorem 1.1.9, and sometimes we
call it the Feerman-Stein vector-valued inequality on the maximal function.
Theorem 1.1.10. For 1 < p; r < 1, the maximal function M satises the vector-valued
inequality 
 X
j
jM(fj)jr
!1=r
p
 Cp;r

 X
j
jfjjr
!1=r
p
:
We will use this theorem for the case r = 2 frequently. For the proofs of Theorems 1.1.9 and
1.1.10, one can refer to [38].
Dyadic decomposition will be used, so here we introduce the Littlewood-Paley theory. Let
j = ( 2j+1; 2j] [ [2j; 2j+1), and dene the operator Sj by dSjf() = 1j() bf(); j 2 Z.
Here 1j is the indicator function. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1.11 (Littlewood-Paley). Let f 2 Lp(R); 1 < p <1. Then there exist positive
constants cp and Cp such that
cpkfkp 

 X
j
jSjf j2
!1=2
p
 Cpkfkp:
If we use smooth functions instead of indicator functions to dene the operators, we have a
similar result. Let  be a smooth, nonnegative function whose support is 1=2  jj  4 and
is equal to 1 on 1  jj  2. Dene
 j() =  (2
 j) and deSjf() =  j() bf():
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Then the following theorem is an analogue of Theorem 1.1.11 for the eSj's.
Theorem 1.1.12. Let f 2 Lp(R); 1 < p <1. Then there exists a constant Cp such that

 X
j
j eSjf j2!1=2

p
 Cpkfkp:
One can see [14] for proofs.
1.1.4 Discrete Fourier restriction
Here we point out that the Strichartz estimates discussed before can also be viewed as
discrete Fourier restriction estimates. Indeed, this is just an application of duality. For
example, (1.0.3) is equivalent to the following restriction estimate
0@ X
n2Sd;N
 bf(n; jnj2)2
1A1=2  Kp;d;NkfkLp0 (Td+1); (1.1.5)
where f is any Lp
0
function on Td+1, bf stands for the Fourier transform of periodic function
f on Td+1, and p0 = p=(p  1).
First, assume (1.0.3) is true. Then
0@ X
n2Sd;N
 bf(n; jnj2)2
1A1=2 = sup
(
P
n jbnj2)
1=21

X
n2Sd;N
bf(n; jnj2) bn
 : (1.1.6)
Let
g(x; t) =
X
n2Sd;N
bne
2i(nx+jnj2t):
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Then 
X
n2Sd;N
bf(n; jnj2) bn
 =

X
n2Sd;N
bf(n; jnj2) bg(n; jnj2)
 =
Z
Td+1
f(x; t) g(x; t)dxdt

 kfkLp0 (Td+1)kgkLp(Td+1)  kfkLp0 (Td+1)Kp;d;N
 X
n
jbnj2
!1=2
;
where the last inequality follows by (1.0.3). Therefore, with (1.1.6), one gets (1.1.5). On the
contrary, assume (1.1.5) is true. Then

X
n2Sd;N
ane
2i(nx+jnj2t)

Lp(Td+1)
= sup
kfk
Lp
0
(Td+1)1

Z
Td+1
X
n2Sd;N
ane
2i(nx+jnj2t) f(x; t)dxdt

= sup
kfk
Lp
0
(Td+1)1

X
n2Sd;N
an bf(n; jnj2)
  supkfk
Lp
0
(Td+1)1
0@ X
n2Sd;N
janj2
1A1=20@ X
n2Sd;N
 bf(n; jnj2)2
1A1=2 :
Thus, by applying (1.1.5), one gets (1.0.3). Therefore, (1.0.3) and (1.1.5) are equivalent.
The inequality (1.1.5) describes the phenomenon of the Fourier transform restricted on
a (discrete) truncated paraboloid Sd;N . For the higher order dispersive equations, we have
some similar discrete Fourier restriction estimates too. In Chapter 3 we will further discuss
this.
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Chapter 2
Discrete Fourier restriction associated
with Schrodinger equations
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we consider the discrete Fourier restriction problems associated with
Schrodinger equations. Recall that the problem is to seek the best bound Ap;d;N satisfying
X
n2Sd;N
 bf(n; jnj2)2  Ap;d;Nkfk2p0 ; (2.1.1)
where Sd;N =

n 2 Zd : jnjj  N; 1  j  d
	
, f is any Lp
0
function on Td+1, bf stands for
the Fourier transform of a periodic function f on Td+1, and p0 = p=(p   1). If we compare
(2.1.1) with (1.1.5), then we can see that Ap;d;N  K2p;d;N .
The main result we have on (2.1.1) is a dierent proof of Bourgain's result in [1], i.e.,
Ap;d;N  CNd 
2(d+2)
p
+"; for p  2(d+ 4)
d
and any positive ": (2.1.2)
We discovered another method to establish a crucial level set estimate, and the method
is simpler than Bourgain's. We list all the theorems we get, and leave the proofs to the
remaining sections in this chapter.
Our rst theorem is about weighted restriction estimates, which deal with the large p cases
of (2.1.1). Moreover, there is no " required in the upper bound that we obtain.
Theorem 2.1.1. For any  > 0, any d 2 N, and any p > 4(d+2)
d
, there exists a constant C
15
independent of N such that
X
n2Zd
e 
jnj2
N2
 bf(n; jnj2)2  CNd  2(d+2)p kfk2p0 ;
for all f 2 Lp0(Td+1).
Theorem 2.1.1 immediately yields (2.1.2) for large p (see the beginning of Section 2.2).
The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 presented in Section 2.2 is very straightforward. The tool we
use is the Hardy-Littlewood circle method. The decay factor e jnj
2=N2 makes it possible to
calculate the Lp norm of the kernel restricted to major arcs or minor arcs.
For (relatively) small p cases, we need a new level set estimate, which implies Bourgain's
(see Corollary 2.1.3). Its proof relies on a decomposition of the kernel, which is a sum of
an estimate of L1 function and a function with bounded Fourier transform (see Proposition
2.3.2).
Theorem 2.1.2. Suppose that FN is a periodic function on Td+1 given by
FN(x; t) =
X
n2Sd;N
ane
2inxe2ijnj
2t;
where fang is a sequence with
P
n janj2 = 1 and (x; t) 2 Td  T. For any  > 0, let
E =

(x; t) 2 Td+1 : jFN(x; t)j > 
	
:
Then for any positive number Q satisfying Q  N ,
2 jEj2  C1Qd=2 jEj2 + C2N
"
Q
jEj (2.1.3)
holds for all  and positive ". Here C1 and C2 are constants independent of N and Q.
Applying Theorem 2.1.2, we can easily obtain the following corollaries, which were proved
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by Bourgain in [1] in a dierent way. The details will appear in Section 2.3.
Corollary 2.1.3. If   CNd=4 for some suitably large constant C, then the level set dened
in Theorem 2.1.2 satises
jEj  C1N " 
2(d+2)
d
for all positive ".
Corollary 2.1.4. Let Kp;d;N be the bound in (1.0.3). Then for each positive ",
Kp;d;N  C"N
d
2
  d+2
p
+" if p  2(d+ 4)
d
: (2.1.4)
Corollary 2.1.4 clearly yields (2.1.2) becauseKp;d;N 
p
Ap;d;N . Moreover, the tiny positive
number " in (2.1.4) can be removed. From Theorem 2.1.1, we see immediately that the " is
superuous for large p. For 2(d+4)
d
 p  4(d+2)
d
, Bourgain in [1] succeeded in removing the "
via a delicate interpolation argument. Recently, a new paper [7] by Bourgain shows that the
lower bound of p can be improved to be 2(d+3)
d
by a multi-linear restriction theory. These
corollaries will be proved in Section 2.3.
Carrying on the idea used in the proof of Theorem 2.1.2, we can obtain the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.1.5. Let N1;    ; Nd 2 N and SN1; ;Nd be dened by
SN1; ;Nd(x; t) =
X
n2S(N1; ;Nd)
e2inxe2ijnj
2t; (2.1.5)
where S(N1;    ; Nd) is given by
S(N1;    ; Nd) = fn = (n1;    ; nd) 2 Zd : jnjj  Nj for all j 2 f1;    ; dgg:
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For any " > 0, there exists a constant C independent of N such that
kSN1; ;Ndk 2(d+2)
d
 C (N1   Nd)
d
2(d+2) maxfN1;    ; Ndg dd+2+": (2.1.6)
Observe that if N1 =    = Nd = N , (2.1.6) implies that
X
n2Sd;N
e2inxe2ijnj
2t

2(d+2)=d
 N d2+";
that is, 
X
n2Sd;N
ane
2inxe2ijnj
2t

2(d+2)=d
 N "
 X
n
janj2
!1=2
provided an = 1 for all n. If the conditions an = 1 for all n could be removed, then the
Bourgain conjecture would be solved for all p's not less than the critical index 2(d + 2)=d.
The proof of Theorem 2.1.5 will be presented in Section 2.4.
2.2 Large p case
In this section we provide a proof of Theorem 2.1.1. All we need to employ is the Hardy-
Littlewood circle method. Observe that for large p, Ap;d;N  CNd 
2(d+2)
p follows immediately
by noticing
X
n2Sd;N
 bf(n; jnj2)2  ed X
n2Sd;N
e 
jnj2
N2
 bf(n; jnj2)2  ed X
n2Zd
e 
jnj2
N2
 bf(n; jnj2)2 :
First we present some technical lemmas. In order to introduce the major arcs, we should
state the Dirichlet principle.
Lemma 2.2.1 (Dirichlet Principle). For any given N 2 N and any t 2 (0; 1], there exist
a; q 2 N, 1  q  N , 1  a  q, (a; q) = 1, such that
t  aq   1Nq :
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This principle can be proved by utilizing the pigeonhole principle or by the Farey dissection
of order N (one can see [16] for a reference). Recall that we dened Pq in Section 1.1
Pq = fa 2 Z : 1  a  q; (a; q) = 1g;
and for any a 2 Pq, set the interval Ja=q by
Ja=q =

a
q
  1
Nq
;
a
q
+
1
Nq

:
If q < N=10, the interval Ja=q is called a major arc, otherwise, a minor arc. Clearly we can
partition (0; 1] into a union of major arcs and minor arcs, i.e.,
(0; 1] =
[
1qN;a2Pq
Ja=q =
 [
J2M1
J
![ [
J2M2
J
!
:
Here M1 is the collection of all major arcs and M2 is the collection of all minor arcs.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let 1A denote the indicator function of a measurable set A. Then X
J2M1
1J

1
+
 X
J2M2
1J

1
 100:
Proof. It is easy to see that all major arcs are disjoint. Thus it suces to prove that
 X
J2M2
1J

1
 80:
In fact, for any given minor arc Ja0=q0 , let Q denote the collection of all rational numbers
a=q such that each Ja=q is a minor arc and there is a common point of Ja0=q0 and all Ja=q's.
We should prove that the cardinality of Q is less than 40. Notice that for any a=q 2 Q,
a0q0   aq
 < 1Nq0 + 1Nq :
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This implies that ja0q aq0j < 2. Since a0q aq0 2 Z, we conclude that either a0q aq0 =  1
or a0q  aq0 = 1 if a=q 6= a0=q0. Hence if a=q 6= a0=q0, a=q 2 Q must satisfy the diophantine
equation a0x   q0y =  1 or a0x   q0y = 1 with jxj  N . The general solution of the
diophantine equation is x = x0+ q0k and y = y0+a0k for all k 2 Z and any given particular
solution (x0; y0). Then jkq0j  2N . By q0  N=10, we have jkj  20. Thus the number of
solutions of either diophantine equation is no more than 40. This completes the proof.
Remark. Lemma 2.2.2 is about the nite overlapping property of minor arcs. The reason
we use this lemma is that we try to only calculate the Lp norm of the kernel restricted to
each arc. Of course, this is not necessarily needed. An alternative way, which is very classic,
is to obtain the L1 norm for the kernel restricted to the union of minor arcs, and then to
nd the Lp norm of the kernel on each major arc.
Let K be a kernel dened by
K(x; t) =
X
n2Zd
e 
jnj2
N2 e2ijnj
2te2inx: (2.2.1)
We now set Ka=q to be
Ka=q(x; t) = K(x; t)1Ja=q(t):
The following lemma gives an upper bound for the Lp norm of Ka=q.
Lemma 2.2.3. For any integer 1  q  N , any integer a 2 Pq and any p > 2(d+1)d ,
Ka=qp  CNd  d+2p
q
d
2
  d
p
:
Proof. For any given t 2 Ja=q, let  = t  aq and write n = kq+l. Here l 2 Zdq = f(l1;    ; ld) :
lj 2 Zqg. Then we have
K(x; t) =
X
k2Zd
X
l2Zdq
e 
jkq+lj2
N2 e2i(kq+l)xe2ijkq+lj
2(a
q
+):
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Interchanging the sums, we represent the kernel as
K(x; t) =
X
l2Zdq
e2ijlj
2 a
q
X
k2Zd
e jkq+lj
2( 
N2
 2i)e2i(kq+l)x:
Applying the Poisson summation formula to the inner sum, we have
X
k2Zd
e jkq+lj
2( 
N2
 2i)e2i(kq+l)x =
X
k2Zd
 p

q
p

N2
  2i
!d
e2i
lk
q e
 
2jx kq j2

N2
 2i :
Henceforth, the kernel can be written as
K(x; t) =
 p

q
p

N2
  2i
!d X
k2Zd
e
 
2jx kq j2

N2
 2i
X
l2Zdq
e2ijlj
2 a
q e2il
k
q :
Recalling the Gauss sum introduced in Chapter 1 and Theorem 1.1.5, it follows that

X
l2Zdq
e2ijlj
2 a
q e2il
k
q
  (2q)d=2:
Thus by inserting the absolute value, the kernel can be majorized by
jK(x; t)j  (2)
d=2
q
d
2
 
2
N4
+ 422
 d
4
X
k2Zd
e
 
2jx kq j2 N2
2
N4
+422 :
Integrating jKjp on each arc Ja=q, we obtain that
Ka=qpp  Zjj 1
Nq
Z
Td
(2)dp=2
q
dp
2
 
2
N4
+ 422
 dp
4

X
k2Zd
e
 
2jx kq j2 N2
2
N4
+422

p
dxd
=
Z
jj 1
Nq
(2)dp=2
q
dp
2
 
2
N4
+ 422
 dp
4
0@Z 1
0

X
k2Z
e
 
2jx  kq j2 N2
2
N4
+422

p
dx
1Ad d:
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Notice that for jj  1
Nq
and q  N ,

q2N2
2
N4
+ 422
 C:
This yields X
k2Z
e
 
2jx  kq j2 N2
2
N4
+422  C:
For p > 2(d+1)
d
, we estimate the Lp norm of Ka=q by
Z
jj 1
Nq
(2)dp=2
q
dp
2
 
2
N4
+ 422
 dp
4
0@Z 1
0
X
k2Z
e
 
2jx  kq j2 N2
2
N4
+422 dx
1Ad d;
which can be bounded by
Ka=qpp  Zjj 1
Nq
C(2)
dp
2 Nd
q
dp
2
 d   2
N4
+ 422
 dp
4
  d
2
d  CN
dp d 2
q
dp
2
 d :
Therefore, we nish our proof.
Lemma 2.2.4. For p > 2(d+2)
d
,
kKkp  Cp;Nd 
d+2
p :
Proof. By Theorem 1.1.4, Lemma 2.2.2 and Lemma 2.2.3,
kKkpp =
Z
jKjpdxdt 
NX
q=1
X
a2Pq
Z
jKa=qjpdxdt

NX
q=1
X
a2Pq
Ka=qpp  C NX
q=1
X
a2Pq
Ndp d 2
q
dp
2
 d  CN
dp d 2;
which yields Lemma 2.2.4.
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We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. Indeed, observe that
X
n2Zd
e 
jnj2
N2
 bf(n ; jnj2)2 = hK  f; fi :
Applying Holder's inequality and then Hausdor-Young's inequality on convolutions, we nd
that
hK  f; fi  kKkp=2kfk2p0 :
Since p > 4(d+2)
d
, we employ Lemma 2.2.4 to conclude Theorem 2.1.1.
2.3 Level set estimates
In this section, we provide a proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Theorem 2.1.2 can be utilized for
handling small p cases.
First, we state an arithmetic result.
Lemma 2.3.1. For any integer Q  1, any integer n 6= 0, and any " > 0,
X
Qq<2Q

X
a2Pq
e2i
a
q
n
  C"d(n;Q)Q1+":
Here d(n;Q) denotes the number of divisors of n less than Q, and C" is a constant indepen-
dent of Q and n.
Lemma 2.3.1 can be proved by observing that the arithmetic function dened by f(q) =P
a2Pq e
2ia
q
n is multiplicative, and then utilize the prime factorization for q to conclude the
lemma. The details can be found in [1].
We now state a proposition which is crucial to our proof.
Proposition 2.3.2. For any given positive number Q with N  Q  N2, the kernel K
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given by (2.2.1) can be decomposed into K1;Q +K2;Q such that
kK1;Qk1  C1Q d2 (2.3.1)
and
kdK2;Qk1  C2N "
Q
: (2.3.2)
Here the constants C1; C2 are independent of Q and N .
Proof. We can assume that Q is an integer, since otherwise we can take the integer part of
Q. For a standard bump function ' supported on [1=200; 1=100] (a positive smooth function
which is 1 on [3=400; 7=800] and 0 outside [1=200; 1=100]), we set
(t) =
X
Qq<2Q
X
a2Pq
'

t  a=q
1=q2

: (2.3.3)
Clearly  is supported on [0; 1]. We can extend  to other intervals periodically to obtain a
periodic function on T. For this periodic function generated by , we still use  to denote
it. Then b(0) =X
qQ
X
a2Pq
FR'(0)
q2
=
X
qQ
(q)
q2
FR'(0):
Here  is the Euler's phi function, and FR denotes the Fourier transform of a function on
R. Recall in Section 1.1, we have the average order estimate of (q). By Theorem 1.1.4, it
is easy to see that b(0) is a constant independent of Q. Also, we have
b(k) =X
qQ
X
a2Pq
1
q2
e 2i
a
q
kFR'(k=q2): (2.3.4)
We dene that
K1;Q(x; t) =
1b(0)K(x; t)(t); K2;Q = K  K1;Q:
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We prove (2.3.2) rst. In fact, write  as its Fourier series to obtain
K2;Q(x; t) =   1b(0)Xk 6=0 b(k)e2iktK(x; t):
Thus its Fourier coecients are given by
[K2;Q(n; nd+1) =  e
 jnj2=N2b(0) Xk 6=0 b(k)1fnd+1=jnj2+kg(k):
Here n 2 Zd and nd+1 2 Z. This implies that [K2;Q(n; nd+1) = 0 if nd+1 = jnj2, and if
nd+1 6= jnj2,
[K2;Q(n; nd+1) =  e
 jnj2=N2b(0) b(nd+1   jnj2):
Applying (2.3.4) and Lemma 2.3.1, we estimate[K2;Q(n; nd+1) by
[K2;Q(n; nd+1)  CN "
Q
;
since N  Q  N2. (Note that N " is obtained by applying Theorem 1.1.3 to the case
jnd+1   jnj2j  Q2+", since otherwise FR' gives any order of decay on Q.) Henceforth we
get (2.3.2).
We now prove (2.3.1). Observe that [a
q
+ 1
200q2
; a
q
+ 1
100q2
]'s are pairwise disjoint. Thus
we can x q which is between Q and 2Q, and a 2 Pq and try to obtain an upper bound of
K1;Q restricted to [
a
q
+ 1
200q2
; a
q
+ 1
100q2
]. Let  = t   a
q
. Hence we have 1
200q2
   1
100q2
for t 2 [a
q
+ 1
200q2
; a
q
+ 1
100q2
]. As we did in the previous section, by the Poisson summation
formula, we have
K(x; t) =
 p

q
p

N2
  2i
!d X
k2Zd
e
 
2jx kq j2

N2
 2i
X
l2Zdq
e2ijlj
2 a
q e2il
k
q :
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Since 1
200q2
   1
100q2
, we estimate
jK(x; t)j  C
qd=2
 

N2
2
+ 2
 d
4
X
k2Zd
e
 2 jkq  xj
2
( 
N2
)
2
+2

N2
;
which is bounded by
jK(x; t)j  CN
d
qd=2
X
k2Zd
e 
2N2
 jkq xj2  Cqd=2  CQd=2:
This implies (2.3.1). Therefore we complete the proof.
We now start to prove Theorem 2.1.2. For the function FN and the level set E given in
Theorem 2.1.2, we dene f to be
f(x; t) =
FN(x; t)
jFN(x; t)j1E(x; t):
Clearly,
jEj 
Z
Td+1
FN(x; t)f(x; t)dxdt:
By the denition of FN , we nd that
jEj 
X
n2Sd;N
an bf(n; jnj2):
Utilizing the Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we have
2jEj2 
X
n2Sd;N
 bf(n; jnj2)2 :
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The right-hand side is bounded by
ed
X
n
e 
jnj2
N2
 bf(n; jnj2)2 = edhK  f; fi:
For any Q with N  Q  N2, we employ Proposition 2.3.2 to decompose the kernel K.
Then we have
2jEj2  C jhK1;Q  f; fij+ C jhK2;Q  f; fij :
From (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), we then obtain
2jEj2  C1Qd=2kfk21 +
C2N
"
Q
kfk22  C1Qd=2jEj2 +
C2N
"
Q
jEj:
The case Q  N2 is trivial since the level set E is empty if  > CNd=2. Therefore, we nish
the proof of Theorem 2.1.2.
We now start to prove Corollary 2.1.3 by using Theorem 2.1.2. We should take Q such
that 2C1Q
d=2 = 2, where C1 is the constant stated in (2.1.3). Since Q  N , we need to
restrict  >
p
2C1N
d=4. Then jEj  CN " 2(d+2)=d follows immediately from (2.1.3). This
completes the proof of Corollary 2.1.3.
To prove Corollary 2.1.4, write
kFkpp = Cp
Z CNd=2
0
p 1jEjd = Cp
Z CNd=4
0
p 1jEjd+ Cp
Z CNd=2
CNd=4
p 1jEjd:
Utilizing the trivial estimate jEj  C 2 for the rst term and employing Corollary 2.1.3
for the second term, we then obtain, for p > 2(d+4)
d
,
kFkpp  CN
dp
2
 (d+2)+"
as desired. Therefore the proof of Corollary 2.1.4 is completed.
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2.4 Proof of Theorem 2.1.5
In this section, we prove Theorem 2.1.5 by using a similar idea shown in Section 2.3. We
introduce a level set G for any  > 0 by setting
G =

(x; t) 2 Td  T : jSN1; ;Nd(x; t)j > 
	
:
As we did in Section 2.3, let f = 1GSN1; ;Nd=jSN1; ;Nd j, and we then have
jGj 
X
n2S(N1; ;Nd)
bf(n;n2) = hfN1; ;Nd ; SN1; ;Ndi; (2.4.1)
where fN1; ;Nd is a rectangular Fourier partial sum dened by
fN1; ;Nd(x; t) =
X
n2S(N1; ;Nd)
jnd+1jdmaxfN1; ;Ndg2
bf(n; nd+1)e2inxe2ind+1t:
Here unlike what we did in Section 2.3, we do not use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality for
the right hand side of (2.4.1). We actually need to obtain a decomposition of SN1; ;Nd .
Lemma 2.4.1. For any real number Q with maxfN1;    ; Ndg  Q  maxfN1;    ; Ndg2,
the function SN1; ;Nd dened in (2.1.5) can be written as a sum of S1;Q and S2;Q, where S1;Q
satises
kS1;Qk1  CQd=2(logQ)d=2 (2.4.2)
and S2;Q satises
kdS2;Qk1  CmaxfN1;    ; Ndg"
Q
: (2.4.3)
Here the constant C is independent of N1;    ; Nd and Q.
Proof. Let  be the function dened in (2.3.3). We then obtain
SN1; ;Nd = S1;Q + S2;Q;
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where S1;Q is given by
S1;Q(x; t) =
1b(0)SN1; ;Nd(x; t)(t);
and S2;Q is given by
S2;Q = SN1; ;Nd   S1;Q:
First, (2.4.2) follows immediately from applying Theorem 1.1.6. Next, notice that
S2;Q(x; t) =   1b(0)Xk 6=0 b(k)e2iktSN1; ;Nd(x; t);
so (2.4.3) follows by applying Lemma 2.3.1, as we did in the proof of (2.3.2). Hence we nish
the proof.
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2.1.5. From (2.4.1) and Lemma 2.4.1, the level
set G satises
jGj  jhfN1; ;Nd ; S1;Qij+ jhfN1; ;Nd ; S2;Qij;
which can be bounded by
C
0BB@Qd=2(logQ)d=2kfN1; ;Ndk1 + X
n2S(N1; ;Nd)
jnd+1jdmaxfN1; ;Ndg2
dS2;Q(n; nd+1) bf(n; nd+1)
1CCA :
Thus from the fact that the L1 norm of the Dirichlet kernel DN is of the order logN , (2.4.3),
and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
jGj  CQd=2(logQ)2djGj+ C(N1   Nd)
1=2maxfN1;    ; Ndg1+"
Q
jGj1=2:
For   CmaxfN1;    ; Ndg d2+", take Q to be a number satisfying Qd=2maxfN1;    ; Ndg" =
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, and then Lemma 2.4.1 yields
jGj  CN1   NdmaxfN1;    ; Ndg
2+"

2(d+2)
d
: (2.4.4)
Notice that
kSN1; ;Ndk2 =
 
2dN1   Nd
1=2
:
Thus for  < CmaxfN1;    ; Ndg d2+", we have
jGj  CN1   Nd
2
 CN1   NdmaxfN1;    ; Ndg
2+"

2(d+2)
d
:
Henceforth (2.4.4) holds for all  > 0. We now estimate the L
2(d+2)
d norm of SN1; ;Nd by
kSN1; ;Ndk
2(d+2)
d
2(d+2)
d
 C
Z 2dN1Nd
1

2(d+2)
d
 1jGjd+ C
Z 1
0

2(d+2)
d
 1jGjd: (2.4.5)
Since (2.4.4) holds for all  > 0, the rst term in the right hand side of (2.4.5) can be bounded
by CN1   NdmaxfN1;    ; Ndg2+". The second term is clearly bounded by C because G
is a set with nite measure. Putting both estimates together, we get
kSN1; ;Ndk
2(d+2)
d
2(d+2)
d
 CN1   NdmaxfN1;    ; Ndg2+";
as desired. Therefore, we complete the proof.
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Chapter 3
Discrete Fourier restriction associated
with higher order dispersive equations
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we further study the discrete restriction problem associated with higher
order dispersive equations. The problem is to seek the best bound Ad;p;N satisfying
NX
n= N
 bf(n; nd)2  Ad;p;Nkfk2p0 ; (3.1.1)
where f is a periodic function on T2, bf is the Fourier transform of f on T2, d  3 is an
integer, p  2 and p0 = p=(p   1). One could see that if we let d = 2, then (3.1.1) is the
same as 1-dimensional version of (2.1.1) discussed in Chapter 2.
It seems reasonable to pose a conjecture asserting that for any " > 0, Ad;p;N satises
Ad;p;N 
8>><>>:
CpN
1  2(d+1)
p
+"; for p  2(d+ 1);
Cp; for 2  p < 2(d+ 1):
(3.1.2)
The upper bound in the conjecture is sharp (up to a factor of N "), which will be shown in
Section 3.4. Bourgain posed the conjecture when d = 3 in [2], and he proved Ad;4;N  C and
A3;6;N  N ". However, his method developed in [1] does not apply to the case p  2(d+1). In
this chapter, we use the idea developed in Chapter 2 to establish the following two theorems.
These two theorems partially answer (3.1.2), but the conjecture is still open.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let Ad;p;N be dened as in (3.1.1). If d is odd, then for any " > 0, there
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exists a constant C independent of N such that
Ad;6;N  CN ":
Theorem 3.1.2. Let Ad;p;N be dened as in (3.1.1). If p  p0, then for any " > 0, there
exists a constant Cp independent of N such that
Ad;p;N  CpN1 
2(d+1)
p
+": (3.1.3)
Here p0 is given by
p0 =
8>><>>:
(d  2)2d + 6; if d is odd,
(d  1)2d + 4; if d is even.
Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are proved in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
Recall that in Section 1.1, we proved the equivalence of discrete Fourier restriction and
Strichartz estimate associated with periodic Schrodiner equations. Similarly, the conjec-
ture (3.1.2) is also equivalent to periodic Strichartz estimate associated with higher order
dispersive equations. If we let Kd;p;N be the best bound satisfying

NX
n= N
ane
2itnd+2ixn

Lpx;t(TT)
 Kd;p;N
 
NX
n= N
janj2
! 1
2
; (3.1.4)
then by duality, we can mimic the proof in Section 1.1 and get
Kd;p;N 
p
Ad;p;N as N !1: (3.1.5)
Henceforth, Theorem 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 are equivalent to the Strichartz estimates
Kd;6;N  CN "; for d odd
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and
Kd;p;N  CN
1
2
  d+1
p
+"; for p  p0:
These estimates can be used to establish the local well-posedness of periodic higher order
dispersive equations. These will be discussed in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
In the last section of this chapter, Section 3.5, we apply our method developed above to
give a proof of the upper bound estimate of some exponential sums.
3.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
To prove Theorem 3.1.1, by (3.1.5), it suces to show Kd;6;N  CN ". The proof here
follows Bourgain's idea as he showed K3;6;N  CN " in [2]. Via a direct calculation, we
reduce the problem to counting the number of integral solutions of
8>><>>:
n1 + n2 + n3 = A;
nd1 + n
d
2 + n
d
3 = B:
Here A;B are xed constants such that jAj  3N and jBj  3Nd. Write n3 = A  n1   n2
in the second equation, and we then obtain
nd1 + n
d
2 + (A  n1   n2)d = B:
Applying the binomial theorem, we nd that
 
d 1
2X
k=1
C(d; k)nk1n
k
2(n
d 2k
1 + n
d 2k
2 ) +
d 1X
k=1
C(d; k)Ad k( 1)k(n1 + n2)k = B   Ad: (3.2.1)
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Here C(d; k) stands for the kth binomial coecient. Since d  2k is odd, n1 + n2 is a factor
of the left-hand side of (3.2.1). Henceforth we have
(n1 + n2)j(B   Ad):
By symmetry, we nd immediately that n1+n2, n2+n3 and n1+n3 are divisors of B Ad.
Therefore Theorem 3.1.1 follows, since there are at most O(N ") divisors of B   Ad (see
Theorem 1.1.3). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.1.
3.3 Proof of Theorem 3.1.2
The argument in this section is a modication of the proofs of Theorem 2.1.2 and Corol-
laries 2.1.3 and 2.1.4. In order to prove Theorem 3.1.2, we need to introduce a level set.
Since
p
Ad;p;N  Kd;p;N , it suces to prove the Strichartz estimates (3.1.4). Let FN be a
periodic function on T2 given by
FN(x; t) =
NX
n= N
ane
2inxe2in
dt; (3.3.1)
where fang is a sequence with
P
n janj2 = 1 and (x; t) 2 T2. For any  > 0, let a level set
E be
E =

(x; t) 2 T2 : jFN(x; t)j > 
	
: (3.3.2)
To obtain the desired estimate for the level set, we rst a proposition on the decomposition
of the kernel.
Proposition 3.3.1. Let KN be a kernel dened by
KN(x; t) =
NX
n= N
e2itn
d+2ixn: (3.3.3)
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For any given positive number Q with Nd 1  Q  Nd, the kernel KN can be decomposed
into K1;Q +K2;Q such that
kK1;Qk1  C1N d21 d+1+"Q21 d (3.3.4)
and
kdK2;Qk1  C2N "
Q
: (3.3.5)
Here the constants C1; C2 are independent of Q and N .
Proof. We can assume that Q is an integer, since otherwise we can take the integer part of
Q. For a standard bump function ' supported on [1=200; 1=100] (a positive smooth function
which is 1 on [3=400; 7=800] and 0 outside [1=200; 1=100]), we set
(t) =
X
Qq2Q
X
a2Pq
'

t  a=q
1=q2

:
Clearly  is supported on [0; 1]. We can periodically extend  to other intervals to obtain a
periodic function on T. For this periodic function generated by , we still use  to denote
it. Then b(0) =X
qQ
X
a2Pq
FR'(0)
q2
=
X
qQ
(q)
q2
FR'(0):
Here  is Euler's phi function, and FR denotes the Fourier transform of a function on R.
Recall in Section 1.1, we have the average order estimate of (q). By Theorem 1.1.4, it is
easy to see that b(0) is a constant independent of Q. Also, we have
b(k) =X
qQ
X
a2Pq
1
q2
e 2i
a
q
kFR'(k=q2):
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Applying Lemma 2.3.1 and the fact that Q  Nd, we obtain, if k 6= 0,
b(k)  N "
Q
: (3.3.6)
(Note that N " is obtained by applying Theorem 1.1.3 to the case jkj  Q2+", since otherwise
FR' gives decay on Q of any order.)
We now dene
K1;Q(x; t) =
1b(0)KN(x; t)(t); K2;Q = KN  K1;Q:
First, (3.3.4) follows immediately from Theorem 1.1.7, since the intervals Ja=q = [
a
q
+ 1
100q2
; a
q
+
1
50q2
]'s are pairwise disjoint for all Q  q  2Q and a 2 Pq. Next, we prove (3.3.5). In fact,
represent  as its Fourier series to obtain
K2;Q(x; t) =   1b(0)Xk 6=0 b(k)e2iktKN(x; t):
Thus its Fourier coecients are
[K2;Q(n1; n2) =   1b(0)Xk 6=0 b(k)1fn2=nd1+kg(k):
Here (n1; n2) 2 Z2 and 1A is the indicator function of a measurable set A. This implies that
[K2;Q(n1; n2) = 0 if n2 = nd1, and if n2 6= nd1,
[K2;Q(n1; n2) =   1b(0) b(n2   nd1):
Applying (3.3.6), we bound[K2;Q(n1; n2) by
[K2;Q(n1; n2)  CN "
Q
;
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since Nd 1  Q  Nd. Henceforth we obtain (3.3.5). Therefore we complete the proof.
Now we can state our theorem on the level set estimates.
Theorem 3.3.2. For any positive numbers " and Q  Nd 1, the level set dened as in
(3.3.2) satises
2 jEj2  C1N d21 d+1+"Q21 d jEj2 + C2N
"
Q
jEj (3.3.7)
for all  > 0. Here C1 and C2 are constants independent of N and Q.
Proof. Notice that if Q  Nd, (3.3.7) becomes trivial since E = ; if   CN1=2. So we can
assume that Nd 1  Q  Nd. For the function FN and the level set E given in (3.3.1) and
(3.3.2) respectively, we dene f to be
f(x; t) =
FN(x; t)
jFN(x; t)j1E(x; t):
Clearly
jEj 
Z
T2
FN(x; t)f(x; t)dxdt:
By the denition of FN ,
jEj 
NX
n= N
an bf(n; nd):
Utilizing Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality, we have
2jEj2 
NX
n= N
 bf(n; nd)2 = hKN  f; fi:
For any Q with Nd 1  Q  Nd, we employ Proposition 3.3.1 to decompose the kernel KN .
We then have
2jEj2  jhK1;Q  f; fij+ jhK2;Q  f; fij :
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From (3.3.4) and (3.3.5), we then obtain
2jEj2  C1N d21 d+1+"Q21 dkfk21 +
C2N
"
Q
kfk22
 C1N d21 d+1+"Q21 d jEj2 + C2N
"
Q
jEj;
as desired. Therefore, we nish the proof of Theorem 3.3.2.
Corollary 3.3.3. If   2C1N
1
2
  1
2d
+", then
jEj  CN
2d 1 d+"
2d+2
: (3.3.8)
Here C1 is the same constant in Theorem 3.3.2 and C is a constant independent of N and
.
Proof. Since   2C1N
1
2
  1
2d
+", we simply take Q that satises 2C1N
 d21 d+1+"Q2
1 d
= 2.
Then Corollary 3.3.3 follows from Theorem 3.3.2.
Remark. Corollary 3.3.3 is also true even if nd in (3.3.1) is replaced by nd + P (n), where
P is a polynomial in Z[x] whose degree is no more than d  1.
We now are ready to nish the proof of Theorem 3.1.2. We rst prove the case when d is
odd. In fact, let p  (d  2)2d + 6 and write kFNkpp as
kFNkpp = p
Z 2C1N 12  12d +"
0
p 1jEjd+ p
Z 2N1=2
2C1N
1
2  12d +"
p 1jEjd: (3.3.9)
Observe that Ad;6;N  N " implies
jEj  CN
"
6
:
Thus,
p
Z 2C1N 12  12d +"
0
p 1jEjd  CN (
1
2
  1
2d
)(p 6)+": (3.3.10)
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From (3.3.8),
p
Z 2N1=2
2C1N
1
2  12d +"
p 1jEjd  CN
p
2
 (d+1)+":
Since p  (d  2)2d + 6, we have
N (
1
2
  1
2d
)(p 6)+"  N p2 (d+1)+":
Therefore, by (3.3.9), we nd that
kFNkp  CN
1
2
  d+1
p
+":
For the case when d is even, we assume p  (d  2)2d + 4. Instead of using Ad;6;N  N ", we
use Bourgain's result Ad;4;N  C, which implies
jEj  C
4
:
All other steps are the same, and we get the same estimate. Thus, we complete the proof of
Theorem 3.1.2.
3.4 A lower bound of Ad;p;N
In this section we show that N1 2(d+1)=p is the best upper bound of Ad;p;N if p  2(d+1).
Hence (3.1.3) cannot be improved substantially, and it is sharp up to a factor of N .
For b 2 N, let S(N ; b) be
S(N ; b) =
Z
T2

NX
n= N
e2itn
d+2ixn

2b
dxdt: (3.4.1)
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Proposition 3.4.1. Let S(N ; b) be dened as in (3.4.1). Then
S(N ; b)  C  N b +N2b (d+1) :
Here C is a constant independent of N .
Proof. The proof is based on a standard argument in additive number theory. Clearly
S(N ; b) is equal to the number of solutions of
8>><>>:
n1 +   + nb = m1 +   +mb
nd1 +   + ndb = md1 +   +mdb ;
(3.4.2)
with nj;mj 2 f N;    ; Ng for all j 2 f1;    ; bg. For each (m1;    ;mb), we may obtain a
solution of (3.4.2) by taking (n1;    ; nb) = (m1;    ;mb). Thus
S(N ; b)  N b:
To derive a further lower bound for S(N ; b), we set 
 to be

 =

(x; t) : jxj  1
60N
; jtj  1
60Nd

:
If (x; t) 2 
 and jnj  N , then tnd + xn  1
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:
Henceforth if (x; t) 2 
,

NX
n= N
e2itn
d+2ixn
 
Re
NX
n= N
e2itn
d+2ixn
 
NX
n= N
cos
 
(2tnd + 2xn)
  CN:
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Consequently, we have
S(N ; b) 
Z



NX
n= N
e2itn
d+2ixn

2b
dxdt  CN2bj
j  CN2b (d+1):
Proposition 3.4.2. Let p  2 be an even integer. Then Ad;p;N satises
Ad;p;N  C

1 +N1 
2(d+1)
p

: (3.4.3)
Here C is a constant independent of N .
Proof. Let p = 2b since p is even. Setting an = 1 for all n in (3.1.4), we nd that
S(N ; b)  Kpd;p;N(2N)
p
2 :
By Proposition 3.4.1, we have
Kd;p;N  C

1 +N
1
2
  d+1
p

:
Consequently, we conclude (3.4.3), since Ad;p;N  K2d;p;N .
3.5 Estimate of S(N ; b)
In this section we prove a sharp upper bound for S(N ; b). When d = 3 and b = 5, the
estimate was proved by Hua [22] by an arithmetic argument. Here we utilize our method to
provide a dierent proof.
Theorem 3.5.1. Let S(N ; b) be dened as in (3.4.1) and let d  3 be odd. Then
S(N ; b)  CN2b (d+1)+" (3.5.1)
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holds provided b  maxf2d 1 + 1; 2d 2(d  5) + 3g.
By Proposition 3.4.1, we see that the estimate (3.5.1) is (almost) sharp. The desired upper
bound for S(N ; d+ 1) is not yet obtained, even when d = 3 (Hua's result is the best so far).
We now prove Theorem 3.5.1.
Proof. Let G be the level set given by
G =

(x; t) 2 T2 : jKN(x; t)j  
	
:
Here KN is the function dened as in (3.3.3).
Let f = 1GKN=jKN j, and we then have
jGj 
NX
n= N
bf(n; nd) = hfN ; KNi; (3.5.2)
where fN is a rectangular Fourier partial sum dened by
fN(x; t) =
X
jn1jN
jn2jNd
bf(n1; n2)e2n1xe2in2t:
Employing Proposition 3.3.1 for KN , we estimate the level set G by
jGj  jhfN ; K1;Qij+ jhfN ; K2;Qij
for any Q  Nd 1. From (3.3.4) and (3.3.5),
jGj  C
0BB@N d21 d+1+"Q21 dkfNk1 + X
jn1jN
jn2jNd
[K2;Q(n1; n2) bf(n1; n2)
1CCA :
Thus from the fact that the L1 norm of the Dirichlet kernel DN is of the order logN , (3.3.5),
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and from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have
jGj  CN d21 d+1+"Q21 d jGj+ CN
d+1
2
+"
Q
jGj1=2
for all Q  Nd 1. For   2CN1 21 d+", take Q to be a number satisfying
2CN d2
1 d+1+"Q2
1 d
= ;
and then we obtain
jGj  CN
2d d+1
2d+2
: (3.5.3)
Notice that
kKNk6  N 12Kd;6;N  N 12+":
Henceforth by (3.5.2) we majorize jGj by
jGj  CN
3+"
6
: (3.5.4)
For b  2d 1 + 1, we now estimate S(N ; p) by
S(N ; b)  C
Z 2N
2CN1 21 d+"
2b 1jGjd+ C
Z 2CN1 21 d+"
0
2b 1jGjd: (3.5.5)
From (3.5.3), the rst term in the right hand side of (3.5.5) can be bounded by CN2b d 1+".
From (3.5.4), the second term is clearly bounded by N2b d 1+". Putting both estimates
together, we get
S(N ; b)  CN2b (d+1)+";
as desired. Therefore, we complete the proof.
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Chapter 4
Local well-posedness of periodic
gKdV equations
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we establish a theorem of the local well-posedness of periodic gKdV
equations. To be precise, we will study the following Cauchy problem for gKdV equations
8>><>>:
ut + uxxx + u
kux = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R;
(4.1.1)
where k 2 N and k  3. We assume the initial value u0 2 Hs(T).
In (4.1.1), if k = 1, it is called a KdV equation; if k = 2, it is an mKdV equation. Bourgain
observed that the periodic Strichartz inequalities (3.1.4) for d = 3 and p = 4; 6 are crucial
for obtaining the local well-posedness of periodic KdV (mKdV or gKdV) equations, and the
case s  0 was rst studied by Bourgain in [2]. Via a bilinear estimate approach, Kenig,
Ponce and Vega in [26] established the local well-posedness of periodic KdV equations for
s   1=2. The sharp global well-posedness of the periodic KdV equations was proved by
Colliander, Keel, Stalani, Takaoka, and Tao in [11], by utilizing the I-method.
The main theorem we will prove in this chapter is as follows.
Theorem 4.1.1. The Cauchy problem (4.1.1) is locally well-posed if the initial data u0 2 Hs
for s > 1=2.
Theorem 4.1.1 is not new. It was proved by Colliander, Keel, Stalani, Takaoka, and Tao
in [12] (they proved s  1=2). However, our method is dierent from what was used in
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[12]. The method used in [12] is based on a rescaling argument, and it also reduced the
multilinear estimates to the bilinear estimates, which are proved by Kenig, Ponce and Vega
[26]. Our method, which is inspired by Bourgain's \denominator manipulation" in [2], is
more straightforward and does not need to go through the rescaling argument, the bilinear
estimates in [26] or the multilinear estimates in [12]. The merit of our method is that it
allows us to extend Theorem 4.1.1 to a very general setting, which will be discussd in Chapter
5.
The index 1=2 is sharp because the ill-posedness of (4.1.1) for s < 1=2 is known (see [12]).
If one could prove in Theorem 3.1.1 that A3;6;N  C (or equivalently, K3;6;N  C), then the
s = 1=2 case would follow immediately as in the proof of s > 1=2.
4.2 Xs;b space and related embedding results
For any measurable function u on T R, we dene the space-time Fourier transform by
bu(n; ) = Z
R
Z
T
u(x; t)e inxe itdxdt;
and set
hxi := 1 + jxj:
We now introduce the Xs;b space, initially used by Bourgain.
Denition. Let I be a time interval in R and s; b 2 R. Let Xs;b(I) be the space of functions
u on T I that may be represented as
u(x; t) =
X
n2Z
Z
R
bu(n; )einxeitd for (x; t) 2 T I;
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with the space-time Fourier transform bu satisfying
kukXs;b(I) =
 X
n
Z
hni2sh  n3i2bjbu(n; )j2d!1=2 <1:
Here the norm should be understood as a restriction norm.
We should take the time interval to be [0; ] for a small positive number , and abbreviate
kukXs;b(I) as kuks;b for any function u restricted to T  [0; ]. We will always restrict the
function u to T [0; ].
Let us recall some useful local embedding facts on Xs;b:
X0; 1
3
 L4x;t; X0+; 1
2
+  L6x;t; (t local) (4.2.1)
X; 1
2
 Lqx;t; 0 <  <
1
2
; 2  q < 6
1  2; (t local); (4.2.2)
X 1
2
 ; 1
2
   LqtLrx; 0 <  <
1
2
; 2  q; r < 1

: (4.2.3)
The rst embedding in (4.2.1) is a result proved by Bourgain [2], and the second result
in (4.2.1) is the consequence of the discrete restriction estimates A3;6;N  CN ". The em-
beddings (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) follow by interpolation (see [12] for details). These embedding
results will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.1.1.
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4.3 Estimates for the nonlinear term and the local
well-posedness of (4.1.1)
In this section we prove Theorem 4.1.1. For this purpose, we only need to consider the
local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem
8>><>>:
ut + uxxx +

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

ux = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
(4.3.1)
This is because if v is a solution of (4.3.1), then the gauge transform
u(x; t) := v

x 
Z t
0
Z
T
vk(y; )dyd; t

(4.3.2)
is a solution of (4.1.1) with the same initial value u0. Notice that this transform is invertible
and preserves the initial data u0. The inverse transform is
v(x; t) := u

x+
Z t
0
Z
T
uk(y; )dyd; t

:
It is easy to see that for any solution u of (4.1.1), this inverse transform of u denes a solution
of (4.3.1). Hence to establish the local well-posedness of (4.1.1), it suces to obtain that
of (4.3.1). This gauge transform was used in [12]. For future convenience, we let w be the
nonlinear term
w :=

uk  
Z
ukdx

ux: (4.3.3)
Dene
kukYs := kuks; 1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z
jbu(n; )j d2! 12 :
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To apply Picard's iteration, we will establish a contraction on the space fu : kukYs  Mg
for some M > 0. In order to do so, we need the following estimate on the nonlinear function
w.
Proposition 4.3.1. For s > 1=2, there exists  > 0 such that, for the nonlinear function w
given by (4.3.3),
kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 12
 Ckukk+1Ys :
Here C is a constant independent of  and u.
The proof of Proposition 4.3.1 will appear in Section 4.4. Let's assume that this proposition
is true, and then we start to derive the local well-posedness of (4.3.1) (hence (4.1.1)). By
Duhamel's principle, the corresponding integral equation associated to (4.3.1) is
u(x; t) = e t@
3
xu0(x) 
Z t
0
e (t )@
3
xw(x; )d;
where w is dened in (4.3.3). Since we are only seeking the local well-posedness, we may
use a smooth and compactly supported function to truncate the time variable. Let  be a
smooth positive function supported in [ 2; 2] with  (t) = 1; jtj  1, and let   be dened
by  (t) =  (t=). Then it suces to nd a local solution of
u(x; t) =  (t)e
 t@3xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
3
xw(x; )d:
Let T be an operator given by
Tu(x; t) :=  (t)e
 t@3xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
3
xw(x; )d =: Lu+Nu: (4.3.4)
We need some estimates on Lu and Nu, so we will present Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. These
two lemmas are considered classical now, and their proofs can be found somewhere else (for
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example, one can see [12] for a simpler of proof of Lemma 4.3.3). However, we will still
provide our proofs here in detail.
Lemma 4.3.2. The linear term L satises
kLukYs  Cku0kHs :
Here C is a constant independent of .
Proof. Notice that
cLu(n; ) = bu0(n)FR (  n3) = bu0(n)FR  (  n3) :
Thus from the denition of the Ys norm, one has
kLukYs =
 X
n
Z
hni2sh  n3i  bu0(n)FR  (  n3)2 d!
1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z  bu0(n)FR  (  n3) d2!
1
2
:
Since  is a Schwartz function, its Fourier transform is also a Schwartz function. Using the
fast decay property for the Schwartz function, we have
kLukYs  C
 X
n
hni2s j bu0(n)j2!
1
2
= Cku0kHs :
Lemma 4.3.3. The nonlinear term N satises
kNukYs  C
0@kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 121A :
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Here C is a constant independent of .
Proof. Represent w as its space-time inverse Fourier transform, so that we write
Nu(x; t) =   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
3
x
 X
n
Z bw(n; )einxeid! d
=   (t)
X
n
Z bw(n; ) Z t
0
e (t )(in)
3
einxeidd
=   (t)
X
n
Z bw(n; )einxein3t ei( n3)t   1
i(  n3) d:
We decompose the nonlinear term Nu into three parts, denoted by N1;N2;N3 respectively.
Nu(x; t) =   (t)
X
n
Z
j n3j 1
100
bw(n; )einxein3tX
k1
(it)k
k!
(  n3)k 1d
+ i (t)
X
n
Z
j n3j> 1
100
bw(n; )
  n3 e
inxeitd
  i (t)
X
n
 Z
j n3j> 1
100
bw(n; )
  n3 d
!
einxein
3t
:=N1u+N2u+N3u:
First we estimate N2. Using the Fourier series expansion for  , we nd that
 (t) =
X
m2Z
Cme
imt=:
Here the coecients Cm's satisfy
Cm  C(1 + jmj) 100:
Hence N2u can be represented as
N2u = i
X
m
Cm
X
n
einx
Z
j n3j> 1
100
bw(n; )
  n3 e
i(+m=)td:
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By a change of variables (+m=) 7! ,
N2u = i
X
m
Cm
X
n
einx
Z
j m

 n3j> 1
100
bw(n;  m=)
  m

  n3 e
itd:
Thus we estimate
kN2uk2s; 1
2
 C
X
m
(1 + jmj) 50
X
n
hni2s
Z
j m

 n3j> 1
100
h  n3i j bw(n;  m=)j2
j  m

  n3j2 d:
Changing variables again, we obtain
kN2uk2s; 1
2
 C
X
m
(1 + jmj) 50
X
n
hni2s
Z
j n3j> 1
100
h+ m

  n3i j bw(n; )j2
h  n3i2 d:
Notice that j  n3j > 1
100
implies
h+ m

  n3i  200mh  n3i;
then we obtain immediately
kN2uks; 1
2
 Ckwks;  1
2
: (4.3.5)
On the other hand,
X
n
hni2s
Z
jdN2u(n; )jd2  CX
m
hmi 5
X
n
hni2s
 Z
j m

 n3j> 1
100
j bw(n;  m=)jd
j  m

  n3j
!2

X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )jd
h  n3i
2
:
(4.3.6)
Putting (4.3.5) and (4.3.6) together, we have
kN2ukYs  C
0@kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 121A :
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Now we estimate N1u. Let An be dened by
An =
Z
j n3j 1
100
bw(n; )(  n3)k 1d:
Then N1u can be written as
N1u(x; t) =  
X
k1
ik
k!
tk (t)
X
n
Ane
inxein
3t:
Hence the space-time Fourier transform of N1u satises
dN1u(n; ) X
k1
1
k!
jAnj
FR(f )(  n3) ;
where f (t) = tk (t). Using the denition of the Fourier transform, we have
FR(f )(  n3)  Ck+1k3h(  n3)i 3:
Thus
kN1uk2Ys 
X
k1
C
k5
X
n
hni2sjAnj22k
Z
2h  n3ih(  n3)i 6d
+
X
k1
C
k5
X
n
hni2sjAnj22k
Z
h(  n3)i 3d
2

X
k1
C
k5
X
n
hni2sjAnj22k:
Clearly An is bounded by
jAnj  C k
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id:
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Henceforth, we obtain
kN1ukYs  C
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 12
:
Similarly, we may obtain
kN3ukYs  C
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 12
:
Therefore we complete the proof.
Proposition 4.3.4. Let s > 1=2 and let T be the operator dened as in (4.3.4). Then there
exists a positive number  such that
kTukYs  C
 ku0kHs + kukk+1Ys  :
Here C is a constant independent of .
Proof. Since Tu = Lu+Nu, Proposition 4.3.4 follows from Lemma 4.3.2, Lemma 4.3.3 and
Proposition 4.3.1.
Proposition 4.3.4 yields that for  suciently small, T maps a ball in Ys into itself. More-
over, we write

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

ux  

vk  
Z
T
vkdx

vx
=

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

(u  v)x +

(uk   vk) 
Z
T
(uk   vk)dx

vx
=

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

(u  v)x +
k 1X
j=0

(u  v)uk 1 jvj  
Z
T
(u  v)uk 1 jvjdx

vx:
(4.3.7)
For k+1 terms in (4.3.7), repeating a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.3.1,
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one obtains, for s > 1=2,
kTu  TvkYs  C
 
kukkYs +
k 1X
j=1
kukk 1 jYs kvkj+1Ys
!
ku  vkYs :
Henceforth, for  > 0 small enough, T is a contraction and the local well-posedness follows
from Banach xed-point theorem.
4.4 Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
From the denition of w in (4.3.3), we may write bw(n; ) as
X
n0+n1++nk=n
n1++nk 6=0
n0
Z bu(n0;   1        k)bu(n1; 1)    bu(nk; k)d1    dk:
In order to estimate kwks;  1
2
, by duality, we only need to estimate
S :=
X
n0+n1++nk=n
n1++nk 6=0
Z hnisjn0j
h  n3i 12 jbu(n0;   1        k)j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jjAn;jd1    dkd;
(4.4.1)
where fAn;g is a sequence satisfying
X
n2Z
Z
R
jAn;j2d  1;
and
Since Xs;b is a restriction norm, we may assume that u is supported on T [0; ]. However,
the inverse space-time Fourier transform jbuj_ in general may not be a function with compact
support. The following standard trick allows us to assume jbuj_ has a compact support too.
In fact, let  be a bump function supported on [ 2; 2] with (t) = 1 in jtj  . Also b is
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positive. Then u = u and bu = bu  b. Thus jbuj  jbuj  b = (jbuj_)^. Whenever we need to
have jbuj_ supported in a small time interval, we replace jbuj by (jbuj_)^ since jbuj_ clearly is
supported on T  [ 2; 2]. This will help us gain a positive power of  in our estimates.
Moreover, without loss of generality we can assume jn1j  jn2j      jnkj.
The trouble occurs mainly because of the factor jn0j resulted from @xu. The idea is that
either the factor h n3i  12 can be used to cancel jn0j, or jn0j can be factored and distributed
to some of the bu's. More precisely, we consider three cases:
jn0j < 1000k2jn2j; (4.4.2)
1000k2jn2j  jn0j  100kjn1j; (4.4.3)
jn0j > 100kjn1j: (4.4.4)
Case (4.4.2). This is the simplest case. In fact, in this case, it is easy to see that
hnisjn0j  Chn1ishn2i 12 hn0i 12 : (4.4.5)
Let
F (x; t) =
X
n
Z jAn;j
h  n3i 12 e
iteinxd; (4.4.6)
G(x; t) =
X
n
Z
hni 12 jbu(n; )jeiteinxd; (4.4.7)
H(x; t) =
X
n
Z
hnisjbu(n; )jeiteinxd; (4.4.8)
U(x; t) =
X
n
Z
jbu(n; )jeiteinxd: (4.4.9)
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Then using (4.4.5), we have (recall that S is dened (4.4.1))
S  C
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z bF (n; ) bG(n0;   1        k) bH(n1; 1) bG(n2; 2)

kY
j=3
bU(nj; j)d1    dkd
= C
Z
TR
F (x; t)G(x; t)2H(x; t)U(x; t)k 2dxdt

 CkFk4kGk26+kHk4kUkk 26(k 2) ;
by Holder's inequality. Since U is supported on T  [ 2; 2], one more use of Holder's
inequality yields
S  CkFk4kGk26+kHk4kUkk 26(k 2):
To control the Lp norms of the right-hand side, we apply the embedding results. By (4.2.1),
kFk4  CkFk0; 1
3
 C
 X
n
Z
jAn;j2d
!1=2
 C;
and
kHk4  CkHk0; 1
3
 Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs :
By (4.2.2),
kGk6+  CkGk0+; 1
2
 Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs :
By (4.2.3),
kUk6(k 2)  CkUk 1
2
 ; 1
2
   Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs :
Henceforth, we have, for the case (4.4.2),
S  Ckukk+1Ys :
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Case (4.4.3). In this case, we should further consider two subcases,
jn0 + n1j  1000k2jn2j; (4.4.10)
jn0 + n1j > 1000k2jn2j: (4.4.11)
In the subcase (4.4.10), we use the triangle inequality to nd that
jnj = jn0 + n1 + n2 +   + nkj  Cjn2j:
Hence, we have
hnisjn0j  Chn2ishn0i 12 hn1i 12 :
Thus this subcase can be treated exactly the same as Case (4.4.2). We omit the details.
For subcase (4.4.11), the crucial arithmetic observation is
n3   (n30 + n31 +   + n3k) = 3(n0 + n1)(n0 + a)(n1 + a) + a3   (n32 +   + n3k); (4.4.12)
where a = n2+   +nk. This observation can be easily veried since n = n0+n1+   +nk.
From (4.4.3) and (4.4.11), we nd that
n3   (n30 + n31 +   + n3k)  Ck2hn2ijn0jjn1j  Ckjn0j2: (4.4.13)
This implies at least one of following statements holds:
j  n3j  Cjn0j2; (4.4.14)
j(  1        k)  n30j  Cjn0j2; (4.4.15)
9i 2 f1;    ; kg such that ji   n3i j  Cjn0j2: (4.4.16)
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For (4.4.14),
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z
hn1isjbu(n0;   1        k)j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jjAn;jd1    dkd: (4.4.17)
Let F1 be dened by
F1(x; t) =
X
n
Z
jAn;jeiteinxd:
Then from (4.4.17),
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z bF1(n; )bU(n0;   1        k) bH(n1; 1)

kY
j=2
bU(nj; j)d1    dkd
=
Z
TR
F1(x; t)H(x; t)U(x; t)
kdxdt;
(4.4.18)
where H and U are functions dened in (4.4.8) and (4.4.9) respectively. Utilizing Holder's
inequality, we deduce that
S  kF1k2kHk4kUkk4k  Ckukk+1Ys :
This yields the desired estimate for (4.4.14).
For (4.4.15),
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z hn1isjAn;j
h  n3i 12 h(  1        k)  n
3
0i
1
2
 jbu(n0;   1        k)jjbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jd1    dkd
=
Z
TR
F (x; t)G(x; t)H(x; t)Uk 1(x; t)dxdt
 kFk4kGk4kHk4kUkk 14(k 1)  Ckukk+1Ys :
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This completes the estimate for (4.4.15).
For (4.4.16), we only consider j2   n32j  Cjn0j2 without loss of generality for i 2
f2;    ; kg. This is because the case j1  n31j  Cjn0j2 can be handled similarly as (4.4.15).
Hence, in this case,
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z hn1isjAn;j
h  n3i 12 h2   n
3
2i
1
2 jbu(n0;   1        k)j

kY
j=1
jbu(nj; j)jd1    dkd:
Now set a function I by
I(x; t) =
X
n
Z
h  n3i 12 jbu(n; )jeiteinxd: (4.4.19)
Then
S 
Z
TR
F (x; t)H(x; t)I(x; t)Uk 1(x; t)dxdt
 kFk4kHk4kIk2kUkk 11 :
Notice this time we cannot simply use Holder's inequality to get  as we did before, but this
can be xed as follows. First observe that
kuk0;0  1=2kukL2xL1t  C1=2kuk0; 12+;
for u is supported in a -sized interval in the time variable. Thus by interpolation, we get
kuk0; 1
3
 C 16 kuk0; 1
2
:
Since U can be assumed to be a function supported in a -sized time interval, we may put
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the same assumption on H. Henceforth, we have
kHk4  CkHk0; 1
3
 C 16 kHk0; 1
2
 C 16 kukYs : (4.4.20)
Also note that
kIk2  kuk0; 1
2
 kukYs ; (4.4.21)
and
kUk1  CkukYs : (4.4.22)
From (4.4.20), (4.4.21) and (4.4.22), we nd that S  C 16 kukk+1Ys . Therefore we nish our
discussion for Case (4.4.3).
Case (4.4.4). The arithmetic observation (4.4.12) again plays an important role. In this
case, let us further consider two subcases:
jn0j2  1000k2jn2j2jn3j; (4.4.23)
jn0j2 > 1000k2jn2j2jn3j: (4.4.24)
For subcase (4.4.23), we observe that
jn0j2  Cjn1jjn2jjn3j;
since jn2j  jn1j. Henceforth we have
jn0j = jn0j 13 jn0j 23  Cjn0j 13 jn1j 13 jn2j 13 jn3j 13 :
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This implies immediately
hnisjn0j  Cjn0js+1  hn0i s+13 hn1i s+13 hn2i s+13 hn3i s+13 :
We introduce a new function H1 dened by
H1(x; t) =
X
n
Z
R
hni s+13 jbu(n; )jeiteinxd:
As before, in this case, we nd that
S 
Z
TR
F (x; t)H41 (x; t)U
k 3(x; t)dxdt  CkFk4kH1k46+kUkk 312(k 3);
by Holder's inequality. Note that kH1k6+  CkukYs because s+13 < s for s > 1=2. Hence we
obtain the desired estimate for the subcase (4.4.23).
We now turn to subcase (4.4.24). Clearly we have
j(n2 +   + nk)3   (n32 +   + n3k)j  10kjn2j2jn3j; (4.4.25)
since jn2j  jn3j      jnkj. From the crucial arithmetic observation (4.4.12), (4.4.25),
and (4.4.24), we have n3    n30 + n31 +   + n3k  Ckjn0j2:
This is the same as (4.4.13). Hence again we reduce the problems to (4.4.14), (4.4.15), and
(4.4.16), which are all done in Case (4.4.3). Therefore we nish the proof of Case (4.4.4).
Putting all these cases together, we obtain
kwks;  1
2
 Ckukk+1Ys : (4.4.26)
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Finally we need to estimate
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 12
:
Let fAng be a sequence fAng with
 X
n
jAnj2
! 1
2
 1:
By duality, it suces to estimate
S1 =:
X
n0+n1++nk=n
n1++nk 6=0
Z hnisjn0j
h  n3i jbu(n0;   1        k)j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jjAnjd1    dkd:
(4.4.27)
Again, without loss of generality, we can assume that jn1j      jnkj. We still go through
the cases used previously. These cases are similar with two exceptions. In fact, we only need
to replace F by F2 in each case where kFk4 is employed. Here F2 is given by
F2(x; t) =
X
n
Z
R
jAnj
h  n3ie
iteinxd:
Then all those cases can be done because
kF2k4  CkF2k0; 1
3
=
 X
n
jAnj2
Z
1
h  n3i 43 d
! 1
2
 C:
The only exceptions are
j  n3j  Cjn1jjn0j and jn2j  jn0j  Cjn1j; (4.4.28)
j  n3j  Cn20 and jn0j  jn1j: (4.4.29)
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For the case of (4.4.28), we dene
F3(x; t) =
X
n
Z
R
hni 12 jAnj1fj n3jChnig
j  n3j e
iteinxd:
A direct calculation gives
kF3k2 
 X
n
Z
j n3jChni
hnijAnj2
j  n3j2d
!1=2
 C: (4.4.30)
In this case, clearly
hnisjn0j  hni 12 hn1ishn0i 12 :
Then
S1 
Z
TR
F3(x; t)G(x; t)H(x; t)U
k 1(x; t)dxdt
 CkF3k2kHk4kGk6kUkk 112(k 1)  Ckukk+1Ys ;
by a use of Holder's inequality and (4.4.30). This nishes the proof for the case (4.4.28).
For the contribution of (4.4.29), we set
F4(x; t) =
X
n
Z
R
hnijAnj1fj n3jChni2g
j  n3j e
iteinxd:
Clearly
kF4k2 
 X
n
Z
j n3jChni2
hni2jAnj2
j  n3j2 d
!1=2
 C: (4.4.31)
In this case, we have j  n3j  Chni2, since jnj  jn0j; henceforth, by the observation of
hnisjn0j  Chn0ishni;
we nd that
S1 
Z
TR
F4(x; t)H(x; t)U
k(x; t)dxdt
 CkF4k2kHk4kUk4k4k  Ckukk+1Ys ;
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by Holder's inequality and (4.4.31). Hence
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 12
 Ckukk+1Ys : (4.4.32)
Therefore, we complete the proof of Proposition 4.3.1 by combining (4.4.26) and (4.4.32).
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Chapter 5
Local well-posedness of periodic KdV
equations with general nonlinear
terms
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will extend Theorem 4.1.1 to a very general setting, using the method
developed in Chapter 4. More precisely, consider the Cauchy problem for the space-periodic
equations of the form 8>><>>:
ut + uxxx + F (u)ux = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0; x 2 T; t 2 R:
(5.1.1)
Here F is a suitable function.
For suciently smooth F , the existence of a local solution of (5.1.1) when the initial value
u0 2 Hs with s  1 was proved by Bourgain in [3]. He also showed the global well-posedness
of (5.1.1) for small u0 2 Hs with s > 3=2. The main theorem we present in this chapter is
an improvement on Bourgain's result.
Theorem 5.1.1. The Cauchy problem (5.1.1) is locally well-posed provided F 2 C5 and the
initial data u0 2 Hs with s > 1=2.
The index 1=2 is sharp (recall that (4.1.1) is ill-posed for s < 1=2), but we do not know the
endpoint case s = 1=2 yet. (One can refer to [12] for more ideas of the endpoint case.)
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 5.1.1
The argument is similar to those in Section 4.3. By using a gauge transform as in (4.3.2)
with vk replaced by F (v), the local well-posedness of (5.1.1) is equivalent to that of the
following equation:
8>><>>:
ut + uxxx +

F (u) 
Z
T
F (u)dx

ux = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
Now the nonlinear function w is dened by
w =

F (u) 
Z
T
F (u)dx

@xu: (5.2.1)
Let TF be an operator given by
TFu(x; t) :=  (t)e
 t@3xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
3
xw(x; )d:
As in Section 4.3, the local well-posedness relies on the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let s > 1=2. There exists  > 0 such that, for the nonlinear function
w given by (5.2.1) and any u satisfying kukYs  C0ku0kHs, one has
kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h  n3id
2! 12
 C(ku0kHs ; F )kuk4Ys ;
provided F 2 C5. Here C0 is a suitably large constant, and C(ku0kHs ; F ) is a constant
independent of  and u, but may depend on ku0kHs and F .
The constant C(ku0kHs ; F ) will be specied in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1. We postpone
the proof of Proposition 5.2.1 to Section 5.3, and return to the proof of Theorem 5.1.1.
Proposition 5.2.1 implies that for  suciently small, TF maps a ball fu 2 Ys : kukYs 
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C0ku0kHsg into itself. Moreover, using Lemma 4.3.3 and repeating the similar argument as
in the proof of Proposition 5.2.1, one obtains, for s > 1=2 and F 2 C5,
kTFu  TFvkYs  C(ku0kHs ; F )ku  vkYs
for all u; v in the ball fu 2 Ys : kukYs  C0ku0kHsg. Therefore, for  > 0 small enough, TF is
a contraction on the ball, and the local well-posedness again follows from Banach xed-point
theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.1.
5.3 Proof of Proposition 5.2.1
First we introduce a decomposition of F (u), which was used by Bourgain. Let K be a
dyadic number, and dene a Fourier multiplier operator PK by setting
PKu(x; t) =
Z
 K(y)u(x  y; t)dy:
Here, the Fourier transform of  K is a standard bump function supported on [ 2K; 2K] andc K(x) = 1 for x 2 [ K;K]. Let uK denote the Littlewood-Paley Fourier multiplier, that is,
uK = PKu  PK=2u:
Then by the mean value theorem, we may decompose F (u) by
F (u) =
X
K
 
F (PKu)  F (PK=2u)

=
X
K
F1(PKu; PK=2)(PKu  PK=2u)
=
X
K
F1(PKu; PK=2u)uK +R1;
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where F1 is the derivative of F , and R1 is a function independent of the space variable x.
Repeating this procedure for F1, we obtain
F (u) =
X
K1K2
F2(P2K2u;    ; PK2=4u)uK1uK2 +
X
K1
R2uK1 +R1
=
X
K1K2K3
F3(P4K3u;    ; PK3=8u)uK1uK2uK3
+
X
K1K2
R3uK1uK2 +
X
K1
R2uK1 +R1;
where R1; R2; R3 are functions independent of the space variable. Since we assume F 2 C5,
we know F3 2 C2. By setting
GK3(x; t) = F3(P4K3u;    ; PK3=8u);
we represent w dened in (5.2.1) as
w =
X
K0;K1K2K3
@xuK0

uK1uK2uK3GK3  
Z
T
uK1uK2uK3GK3dx

+
X
K0;K1K2
@xuK0

uK1uK2  
Z
T
uK1uK2dx

R3
+
X
K0;K1
@xuK0

uK1  
Z
T
uK1dx

R2:
The main contribution of w is from the rst term. The remaining terms can be handled
by the method presented in Section 4.4, because R2; R3 are functions independent of the
space variable x (actually they only depend on the conserved quantity
R
T udx). Hence in
what follows we will only focus on estimating the rst term (the most dicult one). Denote
the rst term by w1, i.e.,
w1 =
X
K0;K1K2K3
@xuK0

uK1uK2uK3GK3  
Z
T
uK1uK2uK3GK3dx

:
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Then we should prove
kw1ks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw1(n; )j
h  n3i d
2!1=2
 C(ku0kHs ; F )kuk4Ys :
In order to specify the constant C(ku0kHs ; F ), we dene M by setting
M = sup fjDF3(u1;    ; u6)j : uj satises kujkYs  C0ku0kHs for all j = 1;    ; 6; g :
Here D = @1x1    @6x6 and  is taken over all tuples (1;    ; 6) 2 (N[f0g)6 with
P
j  2.
It is easy to see M is a real number, since for s > 1=2, kukYs  C0ku0kHs yields that u is
bounded by Cku0kHs , and F3 2 C2.
To estimate kw1ks;  1
2
, by duality, it suces to estimate
S :=
X
K0;K1K2K3
n0+n1+n2+n3+m=n
n1+n2+n3+m6=0
Z
An;hnisn0
h  n3i 12 duK0(n0;   1   2   3   )

3Y
j=1
duKj(nj; j)dGK3(m;)d1    d4dd;
(5.3.1)
where An; satises X
n
Z
jAn;j2d = 1:
The dicult term is GK3 , since there is no way to nd a suitable upper bound for its
Xs;b norm. Because of this, the method in Section 4.4 is no more valid, and we have to
treat m and  dierently from n and , respectively. A delicate analysis must be done for
overcoming the diculty caused by GK3 . For simplicity, we assume that  = 1. One can
modify the argument to gain a decay of  by using the technical treatment from Section 4.4.
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For a dyadic number M , dene the Littlewood-Paley Fourier multiplier by
gK3;M = PMGK3   PM=2GK3 = (GK3)M :
Let v be dened by
v(x; t) =
X
n
Z
An;
h  n3i 12 e
iteinxd:
To estimate S dened in (5.3.1), it suces to estimate
S1 :=
X
K;K0;K1K2K3;M
n0+n1+n2+n3+m=n
n1+n2+n3+m6=0
Z
\h@xisvK(n; )\@xuK0(n0;   1   2   3   )

3Y
j=1
duKj(nj; j)\gK3;M(m;)d1    d4dd:
(5.3.2)
Here K is a dyadic number.
As we did in Section 4.4, we consider three cases:
K0 < 2
100K2; (5.3.3)
2100K2  K0  210K1; (5.3.4)
K0 > 2
10K1: (5.3.5)
The rest part of this chapter is devoted to a proof of these three cases. In what follows, we
will only provide the details for the estimates of kw1ks;  1
2
with 1=2 < s < 1 (the case s  1
is easier). For the desired estimate of
 X
n
hni2s
Z jcw1(n; )j
h  n3i d
2!1=2
;
simply replace v by
v1(x; t) =
X
n
Z
Cn;An
h  n3ie
iteinxd;
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and the estimates follow similarly. Here Cn; 2 C satises sup jCn; j  1 and fAng satisesP
n jAnj2  1.
5.4 Proof of Case (5.3.3)
In this case, we should consider two further subcases:
M  210K1; (5.4.1)
M > 210K1: (5.4.2)
For the contribution of (5.4.1), noticing K  CK1 in this subcase, then
jS1j 
X
K1K2K3
Z
TR

 X
KCK1
@sxvK
! X
K0CK2
@xuK0
!
uK1uK2uK3 (P210K1GK3)
 dxdt:
(5.4.3)
Now we prove a fact that j@sxuK j  CKsuK for s > 1=2, where f  denotes for the Hardy-
Littlewood maximal function of f (see Section 1.1.3). Indeed, we could write
@sxuK(x; t) =
X
n2Z
nsb( n
K
)Fx(uK)(n; t)einx = Ks
X
n2Z
ns
Ks
b( n
K
)Fx(uK)(n; t)einx
for some Schwartz function  supported on [ 2; 1=2] [ [1=2; 2], where Fx denotes the
Fourier transform with respect to x. Let 	 be a Schwartz function such that b	() = sb().
Then
j@sxuK(x; t)j =
KsZ K	(Ky)uK(x  y; t)dy  CKsuK(x): (5.4.4)
Similarly,
kP210K1GK3k1  CkGK3k1  CkGK3k1:
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Thus, by (5.4.4) and (5.4.3),
jS1j 
X
K3
kuK3k1kGK3k1
Z
TR
X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 j
X
K2
X
K0CK2
K0u

K0
juK2 jdxdt; (5.4.5)
Note that kuK3k1  K 
2s 1
2
3 kukYs and kGK3k1  M. Thus, by the Schur test (Theorem
1.1.8),
jS1j 
X
K3
K
  2s 1
2
3 kukYsM
Z  X
K
jvK j2
! 1
2
 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
! 1
2

 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
! 1
2
 X
K2
K2juK2 j2
! 1
2
dxdt:
Since s > 1=2, we then obtain, by a use of Holder's inequality and (5.4.5),
jS1j CMkukYs

 X
K
jvK j2
! 1
2

4

 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
! 1
2

4


 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
! 1
2

4

 X
K2
K2juK2 j2
! 1
2

4
:
Observe that 
 X
K
jvK j2
! 1
2

4


 X
K
jvK j2
! 1
2

4
 Ckvk4  Ckvk0; 1
3
 C: (5.4.6)
Here the rst inequality is obtained by using Feerman-Stein's vector-valued inequality on
the maximal function (Theorem 1.1.10), and the second one is a consequence of Littlewood-
Paley theorem (Theorem 1.1.12). Similarly,

 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
! 1
2

4


 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
! 1
2

4
 Ck@1=2x uk4  Ckuk 1
2
; 1
3
 CkukYs ; (5.4.7)
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and 
 X
K1
K2s1 juK1j2
! 1
2

4
 Ck@sxuk4  Ckuks; 1
3
 CkukYs : (5.4.8)
Hence from (5.4.6), (5.4.7) and (5.4.8), we have
jS1j  CMkuk4Ys :
For the contribution of (5.4.2), we observe that K  CM . By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
and Holder's inequality, we nd that
jS1j 
X
K1
kuK1k1
Z
TR
X
K3K1
juK3j
X
M
X
KCM
KsvK jgK3;M j
X
K2
X
K0CK2
K0u

K0
juK2 jdxdt

X
K1
K
  2s 1
2
1 kukYs
Z
TR
X
K3K1
juK3j
 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
M
M2sjgK3;M j2
!1=2

 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
!1=2 X
K2
K2juK2 j2
!1=2
dxdt

X
K1
K
  2s 1
2
1 kukYs
Z
TR
 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
!1=2 X
K2
K2juK2 j2
!1=2

 X
K3
K2s3 juK3 j2
!1=2 X
K3K1
X
M
M2s
K2s3
jgK3;M j2
!1=2
dxdt

X
K1
K
  2s 1
2
1 kukYs

 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2
4

 X
K2
K0juK0 j2
!1=2
6

 X
K2
K2juK2j2
!1=2
6


 X
K3
K2s3 juK3 j2
!1=2
4

 X
K3K1
X
M
M2s
K2s3
jgK3;M j2
!1=2
6

X
K1
K
  2s 1
2
1 kuk4Ys
X
K3K1
K s3

 X
M
M2sjgK3;M j2
!1=2
6

X
K1
K
  2s 1
2
1 kuk4Ys
X
K3K1
K s3 k@sxGK3k1 :
(5.4.9)
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From the denition of GK3 , we have
@xGK3(x; t) = O (MK3) kuk1 = O(MK3) kukYs = O(MK3) ku0kHs : (5.4.10)
Now let's consider the size of @sxGK3 . We will show that it is bounded by CMK
s
3ku0kHs
when s < 1. Write
@sxGK3(x; t) = C
X
n
nsFx(GK3)(n; t)einx
= C
X
jnjK3
nsFx(GK3)(n; t)einx + C
X
KK3
X
jnjK
nsFx(GK3)(n; t)einx
:= I1 + I2;
where K is a dyadic number. For I1, let 1 be a Schwartz function such that c1 is supported
on [ 2; 2] and c1 = 1 for x 2 [ 1; 1]. Therefore,
I1 = C
X
jnjK3
nsFx(GK3)(n; t)einx = CKs3
X
n
ns
Ks3
c1( n
K3
)Fx(GK3)(n; t)einx:
Let c	1() = sc1(), and we have
I1 = CK
s
3
X
n
c	1( n
K3
)Fx(GK3)(n; t)einx = CKs3
Z
K3	1(K3y)GK3(x  y; t)dy:
Then it is easy to see that
jI1j  CKs3kGK3k1  CKs3Mku0kHs :
For I2, setting c2() = c1() c2(=2), and we can write
I2 = C
X
1
X
jnjK
nsFx(GK3)(n; t)einx = C
X
1
X
n
nsc2( n
K3
)Fx(GK3)(n; t)einx:
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Using an integration by parts, one has
Fx(GK3)(n; t) =
Z
T
GK3(x; t)e
 inxdx =
1
in
Fx(@xGK3)(n; t);
so
I2 = C
X
1
X
n
ns 1c2( n
K3
)Fx(@xGK3)(n; t)einx
= C
X
1
(K3)
s 1X
n
ns 1
(K3)s 1
c2( n
K3
)Fx(@xGK3)(n; t)einx:
By dening c	2() = s 1c2(), we nd that
I2 = C
X
1
(K3)
s 1X
n
c	2( n
K3
)Fx(@xGK3)(n; t)einx
= C
X
1
(K3)
s 1
Z
K3	2(K3y)@xGK3(x  y; t)dy:
Thus, by (5.4.10), we bound I2 by (note s < 1)
jI2j  C
X
1
(K3)
s 1k@xGK3k1  C
X
1
s 1Ks3Mku0kHs  CMKs3ku0kHs :
Hence, combining the estimates I1 and I2, for s < 1, one gets
k@sxGK3k1  CMKs3ku0kHs : (5.4.11)
Since s > 1=2, by (5.4.11),
jS1j  CMku0kHs
X
K1
K
  2s 1
2
+"
1 kuk4Ys  CMku0kHskuk4Ys :
This completes our discussion of Case (5.3.3).
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5.5 Proof of Case (5.3.4)
In this case, it suces to consider the following subcases:
K  210K2; (5.5.1)
K  210M ; (5.5.2)
K > 29(K2 +M) and K3  K1=20 ; (5.5.3)
K > 29(K2 +M); K3  K1=20 and M  2 10K2=30 ; (5.5.4)
K > 29(K2 +M); K3  K1=20 and M < 2 10K2=30 : (5.5.5)
The rst two subcases, (5.5.1) and (5.5.2), can be proved exactly the same as were subcases
(5.4.1) and (5.4.2), respectively. We omit the details.
For the subcase of (5.5.3), observe that (5.3.4) and (5.5.3) imply K  CK1 and K1=20 
K
1=2
2 K
1=2
3 . Hence from (5.3.2),
jS1j 
Z X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1j
X
K0K2K3
K0K23
K0u

K0
juK2 jjuK3 jkGK3k1dxdt
 CM
Z  X
K
jvK j2
! 1
2
 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
! 1
2 Y
j=0;2;3
0@X
Kj
K1+"j juKj j2
1A 12 dxdt
 CM

 X
K
jvK j2
! 1
2

4

 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
! 1
2

4
Y
j=0;2;3

0@X
Kj
K1+"j juKj j2
1A 12

6
 CMkuk4Ys ;
(5.5.6)
by two applications of Holder's inequality. This nishes the proof of (5.5.3).
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For the case of (5.5.4),
jS1j 
X
K2;K3
Z X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 j
X
K0
K0juK0 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
MCK2=30
jgK3;M j dxdt
 C
X
K2;K3
Z  X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
!1=2
juK2 jjuK3 j

 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
!1=2 X
M
M3=2jgK3;M j2
!1=2
dxdt:
By Holder's inequality with the L4 norms for the rst two functions in the integrand, the L6+
for the next three functions, and the Lp norm (very large p) for the last one, and (5.4.11),
jS1j  CkukYs
X
K2;K3
kuK2k6+kuK3k6+

 X
K0
K0juK0 j2
!1=2
6+
k@3=4x GK3k1
 CMku0kHskuk2Ys
3Y
j=2
X
Kj
K
3=8
j kuKjk6+
 CMku0kHskuk2Ys
3Y
j=2
X
Kj
K
3=8
j kuKjk0+; 1
2
 CMku0kHskuk4Ys :
This completes the discussion of (5.5.4).
We now turn to the case (5.5.5). In this case, we have
jn0 + n1j+ 2K2 +M  jnj  K=2  28(K2 +M);
which implies that
jn0 + n1j  25(K2 +M): (5.5.7)
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Notice that
(n0 + n1 + n2 + n3 +m)
3   n30   n31   n32   n33  m3
= 3(n0 + n1)(n0 + n2 + n3 +m)(n1 + n2 + n3 +m) + (n2 + n3 +m)
3   n32   n33  m3:
(5.5.8)
From (5.5.7), (5.5.8) and (5.5.5), we obtain
n3   n30   n31   n32   n33  m3  C(K2 +M)K0K1  CK0K1  CK20 :
Henceforth one of the following four statements must be true:
j  n3j  K20 ; (5.5.9)
j(  1   2   3   )  n30j  K20 ; (5.5.10)
9i 2 f1; 2; 3g such that ji   n3i j  K20 ; (5.5.11)
jj  K20 : (5.5.12)
For the case of (5.5.9), we set
~v(x; t) =
bv1j n3jK20_ (x; t):
Then by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Holder's inequality,
jS1j 
X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
Z
j@xuK0 j
X
K1
X
KCK1
Ks~vK juK1 jdxdt
 CMkuk2Ys
X
K0
Z
K0juK0 j
 X
K
j~vK j2
!1=2 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
!1=2
dxdt
 CMkuk2Ys
Z  X
K0
K"0 juK0 j2
! 1
2
 X
K0
K2 "0
X
K
j~vK j2
! 1
2
 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
! 1
2
dxdt
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 CMkuk2Ys

 X
K0
K"0 juK0 j2
! 1
2

4

 X
K0
K2 "0
X
K
j~vK j2
! 1
2

2

 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
! 1
2

4
 CMkuk3Ysk@"xuk4
 X
K0
K2 "0 k~vk22
!1=2
 CMkuk3Ysk@"xuk4
X
K0
K
 "=2
0  CMkuk4Ys :
This nishes the proof of the case (5.5.9).
For the case of (5.5.10), let ~u be dened by
~u = (bu1j n3jK20 )_:
Then by Schur test and Holder's inequality,
jS1j 
X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
Z
j@x~uK0 j
X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 jdxdt

X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
k@x~uK0k2

 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2
4

 X
K1
K2s1 juK1j2
!1=2
4
 CMkuk3Ys
X
K0
kuK0k0; 1
2
 CMkuk4Ys :
This completes the proof of the case (5.5.10).
For the case of (5.5.11), if i = 1, then as we did in the case (5.5.10),
jS1j 
X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
Z
j@xuK0 j
X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK j~uK1 jdxdt
 CMkuk2Ys
X
K0
k@xuK0k4kvk4

 X
K1
K2s1 j~uK1 j2
!1=2
2
 CMkuk3Ys
X
K0
1
K0
k@xuK0k4kvk4 Mkuk3Ys
X
K0
1
K0
kuK0k1; 1
3
 CMkuk4Ys :
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We now consider i = 2 or i = 3. Without loss of generality, assume i = 2. Then
jS1j 
X
K3
kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
Z
j@xuK0 j
X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 j
X
K2CK0
j~uK2 jdxdt
 CMkukYs
X
K0
k@xuK0k1
X
K2K0
k~uK2k2kvk4

 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
!1=2
4
:
Notice that
X
K0
k@xuK0k1
X
K2K0
k~uK2k2  C
X
K0
1
K0
k@xuK0k1kukYs
 C
X
n
Z
jbu(n; )jdkukYs
 Ckuk2Ys :
Henceforth jS1j  CMkuk4Ys . This completes the case of (5.5.11).
We now turn to the most dicult case (5.5.12) in Case (5.3.4). We should decompose
GK3 , with respect to the t-variable, into Littlewood-Paley multipliers in the same spirit as
before. More precisely, for any dyadic number L, let QL be
QLu(x; t) =
Z
 L()u(x; t  )d:
Here the Fourier transform of  L is a bump function supported on [ 2L; 2L] and c L(x) = 1
if x 2 [ L;L]. Let
Lu = QLu QL=2u : (5.5.13)
Then Lu gives a Littlewood-Paley multiplier with respect to the time variable t. Using this
multiplier, we represent
uK =
X
L
uK;L:
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Here uK;L = L(uK). We decompose GK3 as
GK3 = C +
X
L
 
F3(QLP4K3u;    ; QLPK3=8u)  F3(QL=2P4K3u;    ; QL=2PK3=8u)

= C +
X
j=4;2;1; 1
2
; 1
4
; 1
8
L
HK3;L ujK3;L;
where HK3;L is given by
HK3;L = F4

Q`LP4K3u;    ; Q`LPK3=8u; ` = 1;
1
2

:
Let M1 be dened by
M1 = sup fjDF4(u1;    ; u12)j : uj satises kujkYs  C0ku0kHs for all j = 1;    ; 12; g :
Here D = @1x1    @12x12 and  is taken over all tuples (1;    ; 12) 2 (N [ f0g)12 withP
j j  1. Then M1 is a real number because F4 2 C1.
In order to nish the proof, we need to consider three further subcases:
L  210K33 ; (5.5.14)
210K33 < L  2 5K20 ; (5.5.15)
L > 2 5K20 : (5.5.16)
For the contribution of (5.5.14), we set
hK0;jK3;L =

\HK3;LujK3;L1jjK20
_
: (5.5.17)
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Here j = 4; 2; 1; 1
2
; 1
4
; 1
8
. From the denition of HK3;L, we get
khK0;jK3;Lk4  CM1ku0kHs
L
K20
kujK3;Lk4:
Then
jS1j 
X
K2
kuK2k1
X
K0
Z
K0u

K0
X
K3CK1=20
kuK3k1
X
LCK33
jhK0;jK3;Lj
X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 jdxdt

X
K2
kuK2k1
X
K0
K0
X
K3CK1=20
kuK3k1
Z
uK0

X
LCK33
jhK0;jK3;Lj
 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
!1=2
dxdt:
Using Holder inequality with the L4 norms for the four functions in the integrand, we nd
that
jS1j CM1ku0kHskuk2Ys
X
K0
K0kuK0k4
X
K3K1=20
kuK3k1
X
LCK33
L
K20
kujK3;Lk4
CM1ku0k2Hskuk3Ys
X
K0
K
1=2
0 kuK0k0; 1
3
CM1ku0k2Hskuk4Ys :
This nishes the case of (5.5.14).
For the contribution of (5.5.15), we nd that
jS1j 
X
K2
kuK2k1
X
K3
kuK3k1
Z X
K0
j@xuK0 j
X
210K33<L2 10K20
jhK0;jK3;Lj

X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 jdxdt
 CkukYs
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 10
 dyadic
Z X
K0
j@xuK0 j
X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
jhK0;jK3;Lj

 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
!1=2
dxdt
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 CkukYs
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 10
 dyadic
 1=2
Z X
K0
j@xuK0 j
K0

0BBB@ X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1CCCA
1=2 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K1
K2s1 juK1 j2
!1=2
dxdt:
Applying Holder's inequality with the L1 norm for the rst function in the integrand, the
L2 norm for the second one, and the L4 norms for the last two functions, we deduce that
jS1j  Ckuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 10
 dyadic
 1=2
X
K0
k@xuK0k1
K0

0BBB@ X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1CCCA
1=2

2
:
(5.5.18)
Notice that if 
2
K20  L  K20 , then
khK0;jK3;Lk2  CM1ku0kHskujK3;Lk2:
Thus,
jS1j 

0BBB@ X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1CCCA
1=2

2
 CM1ku0kHs
0BBB@ X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
LkujK3;Lk22
1CCCA
1=2
 CM1ku0kHskujK3k0; 1
2
 CM1ku0k2Hs:
(5.5.19)
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From (5.5.18) and (5.5.19),
jS1j  CM1ku0k2Hskuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 10
 dyadic
1=2
X
K0
k@xuK0k1
K0
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk4Ys :
This nishes the case of (5.5.15).
For the contribution of (5.5.16), we nd that
jS1j 
X
K2
kuK2k1
X
K3
kuK3k1
Z X
K0
j@xuK0 j
X
L>2 5K20
jhK0;jK3;Lj

X
K1
X
KCK1
KsvK juK1 jdxdt

X
K2
kuK2k1
X
K3
kuK3k1
Z  X
K0
j@xuK0 j2
K20
!1=20@ X
L>2 5K20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1A1=2

 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K1
K2s1 juK1j2
!1=2
dxdt
 CM1kuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
K0
k@xuK0k1
K0
0@ X
L>2 5K20
L kujK3;Lk22
1A1=2
 CM1kuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
K0
k@xuK0k1
K0
kujK3k0; 1
2
 CM1ku0kHskuk4Ys :
Hence we complete the case of (5.5.16).
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5.6 Proof of Case (5.3.5)
In this case, it suces to consider the following subcases:
M  2 10K2=30 ; (5.6.1)
M < 2 10K2=30 and K
2
2K3  2 10K20 ; (5.6.2)
M < 2 10K2=30 and K
2
2M  2 10K20 ; (5.6.3)
M < 2 10K2=30 ; K
2
2K3 < 2
 10K20 and K
2
2M < 2
 10K20 : (5.6.4)
For the case of (5.6.1), notice that, in this case, we have K  CM3=2. Henceforth,
jS1j 
Z X
K1K2K3
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
M
X
KCM3=2
KsvK
X
K0CM3=2
K0u

K0
jgK3;M jdxdt

Z X
K1K2K3
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
M
M
3
2
(1 s)jgK3;M j
X
KCM3=2
KsvK
 X
K0
K2s0 juK0 j2
!1=2
dxdt;
since 1=2 < s < 1. Applying Schur test and Holder's inequality, we nd that
jS1j 
Z X
K1K2K3
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
 X
M
M3jgK3;M j2
!1=2

 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K0
K2s0 juK0 j2
!1=2
dxdt
 C
X
K1K2K3
k@3=2x GK3k1
 
3Y
j=1
kuKjk6+
!
 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2
4

 X
K0
K2s0 juK0 j2
!1=2
4
 CM(ku0kHs + ku0k2Hs)kukYs
X
K1K3K3
K
3=2
3
3Y
j=1
kuKjk6+
 CM(ku0kHs + ku0k2Hs)kukYs
3Y
j=1
X
Kj
K
1=2
j kuKjk0+; 1
2
 CM(ku0kHs + ku0k2Hs)kuk4Ys :
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This nishes subcase (5.6.1).
For the case of (5.6.2), observe that, in this case, K0  CK1=21 K1=22 K1=23 . Then
jS1j 
Z X
K1K2K3
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
KCK0
KsvK
X
K0C(K1K2K3)1=2
K0u

K0
kGK3k1dxdt
 CM
Z  X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K0
K2s0 juK0 j2
!1=2 3Y
j=1
X
Kj
K
1=2
j juKj jdxdt:
Using Holder's inequality with the L4 norms for the rst two functions and the L6 norms
for the last three functions in the integrand, we obtain
jS1j  CMkukYs
3Y
j=1

X
Kj
K
1=2
j juKj j

6
 CMkuk4Ys :
This completes the case of (5.6.2).
For the case of (5.6.3), we have, in this case, K0  CK1=21 K1=22 M1=2. Hence,
jS1j 
Z X
K1K2K3
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
M
jgK3;M j
X
KCK0
KsvK
X
K0C(K1K2M)1=2
K0u

K0
dxdt
 C
X
K3
Z  X
K
jvK j2
!1=2 X
K0
K2s0 juK0 j2
!1=2
juK3 j

 X
M
M jgK3;M j2
!1=2 2Y
j=1
X
Kj
K
1=2
j juKj jdxdt:
Using Holder's inequality with the L4 norms for the rst two functions, the L6 norms for
the third one, the Lp norm with p very large for the fourth one, and the L6+ norm for the
last two functions in the integrand, we obtain that
jS1j  CkukYs
2Y
j=1

X
Kj
K
1=2
j juKj j

6+
X
K3
kuK3k6k@1=2x GK3k1
 CMku0kHskuk3Ys
X
K3
K
1=2
3 kuK3k6  CMku0kHskuk4Ys :
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Hence the case of (5.6.3) is done.
For the case of (5.6.4), we observe that, in this case,
M2K2  2 10K20 : (5.6.5)
In fact, if (5.6.5) does not hold, then from (5.6.4),
M2K2 > 2
 10K20 > K
2
2M:
Thus M > K2, which yields immediately
M3 > M2K2 > 2
 10K20 ;
contradicting to M < 2 10K2=30 . Hence (5.6.5) must be true. From (5.6.5), K
2
2K3+K
2
2M <
2 9K20 , we get (n2 + n3 +m)3   n32   n33  m3  2 5K20 : (5.6.6)
Since n1+n2+n3+m 6= 0, from (5.3.5), (5.6.4) and (5.6.6), the crucial arithmetic observation
(5.5.8) then yields
jn3   n30   n31   n32   n33  m3j  2K20 :
Henceforth one of the following four statements must be true:
j  n3j  K20 ; (5.6.7)
j(  1   2   3   )  n30j  K20 ; (5.6.8)
9i 2 f1; 2; 3g such that ji   n3i j  K20 ; (5.6.9)
jj  K20 : (5.6.10)
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For the case of (5.6.7), we nd that
jS1j 
X
K1;K2;K3
kuK1k1kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
Z
K0juK0 j
 X
KCK0
@sx~vK
 dxdt
 CMkuk3Ys

0@X
K0
K2 2s0
 X
KCK0
@sx~vK

2
1A1=2

2

 X
K0
K2s0 juK0 j2
!1=2
2
 CMkuk4Ys
 X
K0
K2 2s0
X
KCK0
k@sx~vKk22
!1=2
 CMkuk4Ys :
This nishes the proof of the case (5.6.7).
For the case of (5.6.8),
jS1j 
X
K1;K2;K3
kuK1k1kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K0
Z
K0j~uK0 j
X
KCK0
KsvKdxdt
 CMkuk3Ys

 X
K
jvK j2
!1=2
2

 X
K0
K2s+20 j~uK0 j2
!1=2
2
 CMkuk3Ys
 X
K0
K2s0 kuK0k20; 1
2
!1=2
 CMkuk4Ys :
This completes the proof of the case (5.6.8).
For the case of (5.6.9), without loss of generality, we assume i = 1. Then, by Holder's
inequality and Schur test, we nd that
jS1j 
X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K1
X
K0
Z
K0juK0 jj~uK1 j
X
KCK0
KsvKdxdt

X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K1
X
K0
X
KCK0
KsK0kuK0k4k~uK1k2kvKk4

X
K2;K3
kuK2k1kuK3k1kGK3k1
X
K1
kuK1k0; 1
2
X
K0
X
KCK0
KskuK0k4kvKk4
 CMkuk2Ys
X
K1
kuK1k0; 1
2
 X
K0
K2s0 kuK0k24
!1=2 X
K
kvKk24
!1=2
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 CMkuk3Ys
 X
K0
K2s0 kuK0k20; 1
3
!1=2 X
K
kvKk20; 1
3
!1=2
 CMkuk4Ys :
Hence the case of (5.6.9) is done.
In order to nish the proof, as before we need to consider three further subcases:
L  210K33 ; (5.6.11)
210K33 < L  2 5K20 ; (5.6.12)
L > 2 5K20 : (5.6.13)
For the contribution of (5.6.11), notice that
khK0;jK3;Lk6  CM1ku0kHs
L
K20
kujK3;Lk6 : (5.6.14)
Here hK0;jK3;L is dened as in (5.5.17). In this particular case we also have K3  K2=30 from
K22K3  2 10K20 . Then
jS1j 
Z X
K0
K0u

K0
X
KCK0
KsvK
X
K1K2K3
K3K2=30
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
LCK33
jhK0;jK3;Lj dxdt

X
dyadic
1
Z X
K0
K0u

K0
X
KCK0
KsvK
X
K1K2K3
K
2=3
0 =2<K3K2=30
juK1 jjuK2 jjuK3 j
X
LCK33
jhK0;jK3;Lj dxdt:
(5.6.15)
Observe that if K
2=3
0 =2 < K3  K2=30 , then we have
K0   3=2K1=21 K1=22 K1=23 :
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Henceforth,
jS1j  CkukYs
X
K0
X
KK0
Ks
X
K1;K2
K
1=2
1 K
1=2
2
X
1
 3=2
X
K3K2=30
K
1=2
3

Z
uK0v

K juK1 jjuK2 j
X
LCK33
jhK0;jK3;Ljdxdt:
Applying Holder inequality with the L4 norms for the rst two functions and the L6 norms
for the last three functions, and then using (5.6.14), we nd that
jS1j  CM1ku0kHskukYs
X
K0
X
KK0
Ks
X
K1;K2
K
1=2
1 K
1=2
2
X
1
 3=2
X
K3K2=30
K
1=2
3
 kuK0k4kvKk4kuK1k6kuK2k6
X
LCK33
L
K20
kujK3;Lk6
 CM1ku0kHskukYs
X
K0
X
KK0
Ks
X
1
 3=2
X
LC3K20
L
K20
 kuK0k4kvKk4
X
K1
K
1=2
1 kuK1k0+; 1
2
X
K2
K
1=2
2 kuK2k0+; 1
2
X
K3
K
1=2
3 kujK3;Lk0+; 1
2
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk3Ys
X
1
3=2
X
K0
X
KCK0
KskuK0k4kvKk4
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk3Ys
 X
K0
K2s0 kuK0k20; 1
3
!1=2 X
K
kvKk20; 1
3
!1=2
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk4Ys :
This completes the case (5.6.11).
For the contribution of (5.6.12), we deduce that
jS1j 
X
K1
kuK1k1
X
K2
kuK2k1
X
K3
kuK3k1
Z X
K0
X
KCK0
KsvKK0u

K0

X
210K33<L2 5K20
jhK0;jK3;Ljdxdt
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 Ckuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 5
 dyadic
X
K0
X
KCK0
Ks
Z
K0u

K0
vK
X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
jhK0;jK3;Ljdxdt
 Ckuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 5
 dyadic
 
1
2
X
K0
X
KCK0
Ks
Z
uK0v

K

0BBB@ X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1CCCA
1=2
dxdt:
Employing Holder's inequality with the L4 norms for the rst two functions and the L2 norm
for the last one, and (5.5.19), we nd that
jS1j  Ckuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 10
 dyadic
 
1
2
X
K0
X
KCK0
KskuK0k4kvKk4


0BBB@ X
210K33<L

2
K20<LK20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1CCCA
1=2

2
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
2 10
 dyadic

1
2
X
K0
X
KCK0
KskuK0k4kvKk4
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk3Ys
 X
K0
K2s0 kuK0k20; 1
3
!1=2 X
K
kvKk20; 1
3
!1=2
 CM1ku0k2Hskuk4Ys :
This nishes the proof for the case (5.6.12).
For the contribution of (5.6.13), we nd that
jS1j 
X
K1;K2
kuK1k1kuK2k1
X
K3
kuK3k1
Z X
K0
K0u

K0
X
L>2 5K20
jhK0;jK3;Lj
X
KCK0
KsvKdxdt

X
K1;K2
kuK1k1kuK2k1
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
K0
X
KCK0
Ks
Z
vKu

K0
0@ X
L>2 10K20
LjhK0;jK3;Lj2
1A1=2 dxdt:
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Employing Holder's inequality with the L4 norms for the rst two functions and the L2 norm
for the last one, we deduce that
jS1j  CM1kuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
K0
X
KCK0
KskuK0k4kvKk4

0@ X
L>2 5K20
LjujK3;Lj2
1A1=2

2
 CM1kuk2Ys
X
K3
kuK3k1
X
K0
X
KCK0
KskuK0k0; 1
3
kvKk0; 1
3
kuk0; 1
2
 CM1ku0kHskuk4Ys :
Hence we complete the case of (5.6.13).
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Chapter 6
Local well-posedness of fth order
periodic KdV type equations
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we apply the idea and method in Chapter 4 to establish a theorem of the
local well-posedness of fth order periodic KdV type equations. To be precise, we will study
the following Cauchy problem
8>><>>:
@tu+ @
5
xu+ P1(u)@xu+ P2(u)(@xu)
2 = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
(6.1.1)
Here P1 and P2 are polynomials.
The main theorem in this chapter is as follows.
Theorem 6.1.1. The Cauchy problem (6.1.1) is locally well-posed if the initial data u0 2 Hs
for s > 1.
Bourgain [3] proved that (6.1.1) is locally well-posed if s is suciently large. The index 1 is
sharp for (6.1.1) to be well-posed (see Section 6.2). The sharpness comes from the second
nonlinear term, and this can be illustrated by the following two theorems. The rst theorem
tells us that, if the nonlinear term P2(u)(@xu)
2 in (6.1.1) is removed, then we can get a better
regularity condition on s. To be precise, we have
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Theorem 6.1.2. Let P1 be a polynomial of degree k  2. Then the Cauchy problem8>><>>:
@tu+ @
5
xu+ P1(u)@xu = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
(6.1.2)
is locally well-posed if the initial data u0 2 Hs for s > 1=2.
If P1 is a polynomial of degree 1, then the local well-posedness of (6.1.2) for s > 0 was proved
by Bourgain in [3].
The second theorem tells us that, even if P1 = 0 in (6.1.1), the sharp regularity cannot be
improved. In this case, the following well-posedness can be established.
Theorem 6.1.3. Suppose P1 = 0 in (6.1.1). Then the Cauchy problem8>><>>:
@tu+ @
5
xu+ P2(u)(@xu)
2 = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R
(6.1.3)
is locally well-posed provided that the initial data u0 2 Hs for s > 1.
The two indices in Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3 are sharp, as the counterexamples are given
in Section 6.2. In the following sections, we only need to prove Theorems 6.1.2 and 6.1.3,
since Theorem 6.1.1 can be proved similarly.
Bourgain [3] observed a signicant dierence between periodic KdV type equations and
non-periodic KdV type equations. In fact, due to Kato's smoothing eect, one may obtain
twice the regularity gain in the non-periodic case than the periodic case. Therefore, for the
non-periodic equation
@tu+ @
2j+1
x u+ F (u; lower order derivatives of u) = 0; j 2 Z; x; t 2 R;
we are able to consider the 2j derivatives in the nonlinear term (compare this with Theorem
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6.1.4 below). For recent results of fth order KdV type equations in R, one can see [10],
[15], [29], [30] and [24].
In the periodic case, we lack the smoothing eect, so the method is limited. For example,
in the nonlinear term of (6.1.1), only the lower order derivatives of u are allowed, since the
ill-posedness of 8>><>>:
@tu+ @
5
xu+ u
2@2xu = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R
was observed by Bourgain in [3], even for smooth initial data. To express more clearly the
condition we could have on nonlinear terms, we include Bourgain's result here.
Theorem 6.1.4 (Bourgain [3]). The initial value problem
8>><>>:
@tu+ @
2j+1
x u+ F (u; @xu;    ; @jxu) = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R;
where F is a dierential polynomial containing only u and odd x-derivatives of u of order
 j is locally wellposed for small and smooth data.
6.2 Two counterexamples
In this section, we give two examples showing that the indices 1
2
in Theorem 6.1.2 and 1
in Theorem 6.1.3 are sharp. More precisely, one has analytic ill-posedness in (6.1.2) if s < 1
2
and in (6.1.3) if s < 1. The two examples provided in this section are simple modications
of those provided in [3] and [12].
First consider (6.1.2) and take P1(u) = u
2. Dene the iterates u(0) and u(1) by
@tu
(0) + @5xu
(0) = 0; u(0)(x; 0) = u0(x); (6.2.1)
@tu
(1) + @5xu
(1) +
 
u(0)
2
@xu
(0) = 0; u(1)(x; 0) = u0(x): (6.2.2)
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In order for (6.1.2) to be locally wellposed, we must have
sup
0<t<
u(1)
Hsx
<1 (6.2.3)
for some small positive .
Let N be a (large) positive integer and let
u0(x) =
"
N s
eiNx +
"
N s
e iNx (6.2.4)
be a specic initial value. Obviously u0 2 Hs. Then, in (6.2.1),
u(0) =
"
N s
eiNxe iN
5t +
"
N s
e iNxeiN
5t: (6.2.5)
Thus in (6.2.2),
 
u(0)
2
@xu
(0) = i"3N1 3s

eiNxe iN
5t   e iNxeiN5t + ei3Nxe i3N5t   e i3Nxei3N5t

: (6.2.6)
A simple calculation, via a use of (6.2.6) and Duhamel's formula, allows us to represent u(1)
as
u(1)(x; t) =
 
"N s   i"3N1 3st e iN5teiNx +    : (6.2.7)
The remaining term \   " in (6.2.7) is of the form
X
` 6=1
C`e
i`Nxf`(t); (6.2.8)
where the f`'s are functions of the time variable t only. Henceforth using the denition of
the Hs norm, we obtain
ku(1)kHsx  C"3N1 2st:
This shows s must be at least 1
2
, since otherwise
u(1)
Hsx
!1 as N goes to innity, which
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contradicts (6.2.3). This example can be simply modied for the case when P1(u) = u
2k.
Hence s = 1=2 is the optimal regularity condition for (6.1.2) to be well-posed.
Next we consider (6.1.3) and take P2(u) = u. Dene the iterates u
(0) and u(1) by
@tu
(0) + @5xu
(0) = 0; u(0)(x; 0) = u0(x); (6.2.9)
@tu
(1) + @5xu
(1) + u(0)
 
@xu
(0)
2
= 0; u(1)(x; 0) = u0(x): (6.2.10)
Similarly, local well-posedness implies (6.2.3). Take the same initial value as in (6.2.4), so for
(6.2.9) we get the same u(0) as in (6.2.5). Thus in (6.2.10), the nonlinear term u(0)
 
@xu
(0)
2
can be expressed as
u(0)
 
@xu
(0)
2
= "3N2 3s

eiNxe iN
5t + e iNxeiN
5t   ei3Nxe i3N5t   e i3Nxei3N5t

: (6.2.11)
Again by (6.2.11) and Duhamel's formula, one may represent u(1) as
u(1)(x; t) =
 
"N s   i"3N2 3st e iN5teiNx +    : (6.2.12)
Here \   " is of the form (6.2.8). From (6.2.12), we nd immediately that
ku(1)kHsx  C"3N2 2st;
which implies s  1, since otherwise u(1)
Hsx
! 1 as N goes to innity, contradicting
(6.2.3). This example can be also generalized to the general polynomial case.
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6.3 Xs;b space and related embedding results
For any measurable function u on T R, we dene the space-time Fourier transform by
bu(n; ) = Z
R
Z
T
u(x; t)e inxe itdxdt;
and set
hxi := 1 + jxj:
We now introduce the Xs;b space, initially used by Bourgain.
Denition. Let I be a time interval in R and s; b 2 R. Let Xs;b(I) be the space of functions
u on T I that may be represented as
u(x; t) =
X
n2Z
Z
R
bu(n; )einxeitd for (x; t) 2 T I
with the space-time Fourier transform bu satisfying
kukXs;b(I) =
 X
n
Z
hni2sh+ n5i2bjbu(n; )j2d!1=2 <1:
Here the norm should be understood as a restriction norm.
We should take the time interval to be [0; ] for a small positive number , and abbreviate
kukXs;b(I) as kuks;b for any function u restricted to T  [0; ]. We will always restrict the
function u to T [0; ].
Let us recall some useful local embedding facts on Xs;b:
X0; 3
10
 L4x;t; X0+; 1
2
+  L6x;t; (t local) (6.3.1)
X; 1
2
 Lqx;t; 0 <  <
1
2
; 2  q < 6
1  2; (t local); (6.3.2)
X 1
2
 ; 1
2
   LqtLrx; 0 <  <
1
2
; 2  q; r < 1

: (6.3.3)
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The rst embedding in (6.3.1) is a consequence of Bourgain's discrete restriction estimates
on L4 (taking d = 5):
Theorem 6.3.1 (Bourgain [2]). For any function f on T2,
kfk4  C
 X
m;n2Z
(1 + jn mdj) d+12d j bf(m;n)j2!1=2 :
The second embedding in (6.3.1) is a consequence of Theorem 3.1.1 (taking d = 5). Embed-
dings (6.3.2) and (6.3.3) follow by interpolation. These embedding results will be used in
the proof of Theorem 6.1.1.
6.4 Estimates for the nonlinear term and the local
well-posedness of (6.1.2)
In this section we prove Theorem 6.1.2. For this purpose, we only need to consider the
local well-posedness of the Cauchy problem
8>><>>:
ut + @
5
xu+

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

ux = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
(6.4.1)
Here k  2 and we only need to consider the monomial case without loss of generality. This
is because the gauge transform
u(x; t) := v

x 
Z t
0
Z
T
vk(y; )dyd; t

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can be used here to reduce the local well-posedness of (6.1.2) to that of (6.4.1). This gauge
transform was employed in [12]. For further convenience, we let w be the nonlinear term
w =

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

ux: (6.4.2)
Dene
kukYs := kuks; 1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z
jbu(n; )j d2! 12 :
Our aim is to apply Picard iteration to establish a contraction on the space fu : kukYs Mg
for some M > 0. In order to do so, we need the following estimate on the nonlinear term w.
Proposition 6.4.1. For s > 1=2, there exists  > 0 such that, for the nonlinear function w
given by (6.4.2),
kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h+ n5id
2! 12
 Ckukk+1Ys :
Here C is a constant independent of  and u.
The proof of Proposition 6.4.1 will appear in Section 6.5. Let's assume that this is true, and
now we start to derive the local well-posedness of (6.4.1). Applying the Duhamel principle,
we nd that the corresponding integral equation associated to (6.4.1) is
u(x; t) = e t@
5
xu0(x) 
Z t
0
e (t )@
5
xw(x; )d;
where w is dened as in (6.4.2). Since we are only seeking the local well-posedness, we may
use a bump function to truncate the time variable. Let  be a positive smooth function
supported in [ 2; 2] with  (t) = 1; jtj  1, and let   be  (t) =  (t=). Then it suces to
nd a local solution of
u(x; t) =  (t)e
 t@5xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
5
xw(x; )d:
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Let T be an operator given by
Tu(x; t) :=  (t)e
 t@5xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
5
xw(x; )d := Lu+Nu: (6.4.3)
We will present two lemmas on the estimates of Lu and Nu, i.e., Lemmas 6.4.2 and 6.4.3.
The proofs of these two lemmas are extremely similar to those of Lemmas 4.3.2 and 4.3.3,
therefore we omit the details here.
Lemma 6.4.2. The linear term L satises
kLukYs  Cku0kHs :
Here C is a constant independent of .
Lemma 6.4.3. The nonlinear term N satises
kNukYs  C
0@kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h+ n5id
2! 121A ;
where C is a constant independent of .
Proposition 6.4.4. Let s > 1=2 and let T be the operator dened in (6.4.3). Then there
exists a positive number  such that
kTukYs  C
 ku0kHs + kukk+1Ys  :
Here C is a constant independent of .
Proof. Since Tu = Lu+Nu, Proposition 6.4.4 follows from Lemma 6.4.2, Lemma 6.4.3 and
Proposition 6.4.1.
Proposition 6.4.4 yields that for  suciently small, T maps a ball in Ys into itself. More-
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over, we write

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

ux  

vk  
Z
T
vkdx

vx
=

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

(u  v)x +

(uk   vk) 
Z
T
(uk   vk)dx

vx
=

uk  
Z
T
ukdx

(u  v)x +
k 1X
j=0

(u  v)uk 1 jvj  
Z
T
(u  v)uk 1 jvjdx

vx:
(6.4.4)
For k+1 terms in (6.4.4), repeating a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 6.4.1,
one obtains, for s > 1=2,
kTu  TvkYs  C
 
kukkYs +
k 1X
j=1
kukk 1 jYs kvkj+1Ys
!
ku  vkYs :
Henceforth, for  > 0 small enough, T is a contraction and the local well-posedness of (6.4.1)
follows from Banach xed-point theorem.
6.5 Proof of Proposition 6.4.1
From the denition of w in (6.4.2), we may write bw(n; ) as
bw(n; ) = X
n0+n1++nk=n
n1++nk 6=0
n0
Z bu(n0;   1        k)bu(n1; 1)    bu(nk; k)d1    dk:
In order to estimate kwks;  1
2
, by duality, we only need to estimate
S =:
X
n0+n1++nk=n
n1++nk 6=0
Z hnisjn0j
h+ n5i 12 jbu(n0;   1        k)j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jjAn;jd1    dkd;
(6.5.1)
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where fAn;g is a sequence satisfying
X
n2Z
Z
R
jAn;j2d  1:
Since theXs;b is a restriction norm, we may assume that u is supported in T[0; ]. Moreover,
we may assume that jbuj_ is supported in a -sized time interval (see the corresponding part
in Chapter 4). Without loss of generality, we can also assume jn1j  jn2j      jnkj.
The trouble occurs mainly because of the factor jn0j resulting from @xu. The idea is that
either the factor h+n5i 12 can be used to cancel jn0j, or jn0j can be factored and distributed
to some of bu's. More precisely, we consider three cases:
jn0j < 1000k2jn2j; (6.5.2)
1000k2jn2j  jn0j  100kjn1j; (6.5.3)
jn0j > 100kjn1j: (6.5.4)
Case (6.5.2) This is the simplest case. In fact, in this case, it is easy to see that
hnisjn0j  Chn1ishn2i 12 hn0i 12 : (6.5.5)
Let
F (x; t) =
X
n
Z jAn;j
h+ n5i 12 e
iteinxd; (6.5.6)
G(x; t) =
X
n
Z
hni 12 jbu(n; )jeiteinxd; (6.5.7)
H(x; t) =
X
n
Z
hnisjbu(n; )jeiteinxd; (6.5.8)
U(x; t) =
X
n
Z
jbu(n; )jeiteinxd: (6.5.9)
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Then using (6.5.5), we can control S dened in (6.5.1) by
S  C
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z bF (n; ) bG(n0;   1        k) bH(n1; 1) bG(n2; 2)

kY
j=3
bU(nj; j)d1    dkd
= C
Z
TR
F (x; t)G(x; t)2H(x; t)U(x; t)k 2dxdt
 CkFk4kGk26+kHk4kUkk 26(k 2) 
 CkFk4kGk26+kHk4kUkk 26(k 2);
by Holder's inequality (note U is supported on T [ 2; 2]). We apply (6.3.1) to yield
kFk4  CkFk0; 3
10
 C
 X
n
Z
jAn;j2d
!1=2
 C;
and
kHk4  CkHk0; 3
10
 Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs :
Similarly, an application of (6.3.2) implies
kGk6+  CkGk0+; 1
2
 Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs ;
and a use of (6.3.3) gives
kUk6(k 2)  CkUk 1
2
 ; 1
2
   Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs :
Henceforth, we have, for Case (6.5.2),
kwks;  1
2
 Ckukk+1Ys :
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Case (6.5.3) In this case, we should further consider two subcases:
jn0 + n1j  1000k2jn2j; (6.5.10)
jn0 + n1j > 1000k2jn2j: (6.5.11)
In the subcase (6.5.10), we use the triangle inequality to deduce that
jnj = jn0 + n1 + n2 +   + nkj  Cjn2j:
Hence, we have
hnisjn0j  Chn2ishn0i 12 hn1i 12 :
Thus this subcase can be treated exactly in the same way as the Case (6.5.2). We omit the
details.
For the subcase (6.5.11), observe that
n5   (n50 + n51 +   + n5k) = (n0 + n1)5   n50   n51 +B;
where B is given by
B = 5(n0 + n1)
4b+ 10(n0 + n1)
3b2 + 10(n0 + n1)
2b3 + 5(n0 + n1)b
4 + b5   (n52 +   + n2k):
Here b = n2 +   + nk. Clearly we can estimate B by
jBj  100k(n0 + n1)4jn2j: (6.5.12)
On the other hand, notice that
(n0 + n1)
5   n50   n51 = 5(n0 + n1)n0n1(n20 + n21 + n0n1):
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By completing the square one nds that
n20 + n
2
1 + n0n1 =
3
4
n20 +

n1 +
n0
2
2
 3
4
n20;
and similarly
n20 + n
2
1 + n0n1 
3
4
n21:
This implies
(n0 + n1)5   n50   n51  154 jn0+ n1jjn0jjn1jmaxfjn0j; jn1jg2  90k2(n0+ n1)4jn2j: (6.5.13)
From (6.5.12) and (6.5.13), we deduce that
n5   (n50 + n51 +   + n5k)  Cjn0jjn1j2hn2i  Cjn0j3: (6.5.14)
Henceforth, at least one of following statements must hold:
j+ n5j  Cjn0j3; (6.5.15)
j(  1        k) + n50j  Cjn0j3; (6.5.16)
9i 2 f1;    ; kg such that ji + n5i j  Cjn0j3: (6.5.17)
For (6.5.15), we nd that
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z
hn1isjbu(n0;   1        k)j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jjAn;jd1    dkd: (6.5.18)
Let F1 be dened by
F1(x; t) =
X
n
Z
jAn;jeiteinxd:
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Then
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z bF1(n; )bU(n0;   1        k) bH(n1; 1)

kY
j=2
bU(nj; j)d1    dkd
=
Z
TR
F1(x; t)H(x; t)U(x; t)
kdxdt:
(6.5.19)
HereH and U are functions dened in (6.5.8) and (6.5.9) respectively. By Holder's inequality,
S  kF1k2kHk4kUkk4k  Ckukk+1Ys :
This yields the desired estimate for the subcase (6.5.15).
For (6.5.16), one nds that
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z hn1isjAn;j
h+ n5i 12 h(  1        k) + n
5
0i
1
2 jbu(n0;   1        k)j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jd1    dkd
=
Z
TR
F (x; t)G(x; t)H(x; t)Uk 1(x; t)dxdt
 kFk4kGk4kHk4kUkk 14(k 1)  Ckukk+1Ys ;
by Holder's inequality. This completes the estimate for the subcase (6.5.16).
For (6.5.17), we only consider j2 + n52j  Cjn0j3 without loss of generality for i 2
f2;    ; kg. This is because the case j1+ n51j  Cjn0j3 can be handled similarly as (6.5.16).
Hence, in this case,
S 
X
n0+n1++nk=n
Z hn1isjAn;j
h+ n5i 12 h2 + n
5
2i
1
2 jbu(n0;   1        k)j

kY
j=1
jbu(nj; j)jd1    dkd:
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Now set a function I by
I(x; t) =
X
n
Z
h+ n5i 12 jbu(n; )jeiteinxd:
Then
S 
Z
TR
F (x; t)H(x; t)I(x; t)Uk 1(x; t)dxdt  kFk4kHk4kIk2kUkk 11 :
Notice this time we cannot simply use Holder's inequality to get  as we did before, but this
can be xed as follows. First observe that
kuk0;0  1=2kukL2xL1t  C1=2kuk0; 12+;
for u is supported in a -sized interval in the time variable. Thus by interpolation, we get
kuk0; 3
10
 C 15 kuk0; 1
2
:
Since U can be assumed to be a function supported in a -sized time interval, we may put
the same assumption on H. Henceforth, we have
kHk4  CkHk0; 3
10
 C 15 kHk0; 1
2
 C 15 kukYs : (6.5.20)
Also note that
kIk2  kuk0; 1
2
 kukYs ; (6.5.21)
and
kUk1  CkukYs : (6.5.22)
From (6.5.20), (6.5.21) and (6.5.22), we deduce that kwks;  1
2
 C 15 kukk+1Ys . Therefore we
nish our discussion for the Case (6.5.3).
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Case (6.5.4) In this case, let us further consider two subcases:
jn0j4  1000k2jn2j4jn3j; (6.5.23)
jn0j4 > 1000k2jn2j4jn3j: (6.5.24)
For the contribution of (6.5.23), we observe that from (6.5.23),
jn0j  Cjn1j1=2jn2j1=2jn3j1=4;
since jn2j  jn1j. This implies immediately
hnisjn0j  Cjn0js+1  hn0ishn1i1=2hn2i1=2hn3i1=4:
Here we introduce a new function H1 dened by
H1(x; t) =
X
n
Z
R
hni1=4jbu(n; )jeiteinxd:
As before, in this case,
S 
Z
TR
F (x; t)H(x; t)G2(x; t)H1(x; t)U
k 3(x; t)dxdt
 CkFk4kHk4kGk26+kH1k6+kUkk 31 ;
by Holder's inequality. Clearly
kH1k6+  Ckuk 1
4
+; 1
2
 CkukYs :
Hence we obtain the desired estimate for the subcase (6.5.23).
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We now turn to the contribution of (6.5.24). Clearly we have
n5   (n50 + n51 +   + n5k)
= 5n40(n1 + b) + 10n
3
0(n1 + b)
2 + 10n20(n1 + b)
3 + 5n0(n1 + b)
4
+ 5(n1 + b)n1b(n
2
1 + b
2 + n1b) +O(n
4
2n3);
(6.5.25)
since jn2j  jn3j      jnkj. From (6.5.4), (6.5.24), (6.5.25) and n1 + b 6= 0, we have
n5    m5 + n51 +   + n5k  Cjn0j4:
This is similar to (6.5.14). Hence again we reduce the problems to (6.5.15), (6.5.16), and
(6.5.17), which are all done in Case (6.5.3). Therefore we nish Case (6.5.4).
Putting all cases together, we obtain
kwks;  1
2
 Ckukk+1Ys : (6.5.26)
The desired estimate
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h+ n5id
2! 12
 Ckukk+1Ys (6.5.27)
can be obtained similarly, and we omit the details. Therefore we complete the proof of
Proposition 6.4.1 by combining (6.5.26) and (6.5.27).
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6.6 Proof of Theorem 6.1.3
In this section we start to prove Theorem 6.1.3. Without loss of generality, we only need
to consider the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem:
8>><>>:
ut + @
5
xu+ u
kuxux = 0;
u(x; 0) = u0(x); x 2 T; t 2 R:
(6.6.1)
Now let w be the nonlinear function dened by
w = ukuxux: (6.6.2)
As before, in order to establish a contraction on the space fu : kukYs Mg for someM > 0,
we need the following estimate on the nonlinear function w. The proof of Proposition 6.6.1
will appear in Section 6.7.
Proposition 6.6.1. For s > 1, there exists  > 0 such that, for the nonlinear function w
given by (6.6.2),
kwks;  1
2
+
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h+ n5id
2! 12
 Ckukk+2Ys :
Here C is a constant independent of  and u.
By applying the Duhamel principle, we only need to solve the corresponding integral
equation associated to (6.6.1)
u(x; t) = e t@
5
xu0(x) 
Z t
0
e (t )@
5
xw(x; )d;
where w is dened as in (6.6.2). Using the local smooth truncation, we only need to seek a
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local solution of
u(x; t) =  (t)e
 t@5xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
5
xw(x; )d:
Let T1 be an operator given by
T1u(x; t) :=  (t)e
 t@5xu0(x)   (t)
Z t
0
e (t )@
5
xw(x; )d: (6.6.3)
Proposition 6.6.2. Let s > 1 and let T1 be the operator dened in (6.6.3). Then there
exists a positive number  such that
kT1ukYs  C
 ku0kHs + kukk+2Ys  :
Here C is a constant independent of .
Proof. Since Tu = Lu+Nu, Proposition 6.6.2 follows from Lemma 6.4.2, Lemma 6.4.3 and
Proposition 6.6.1.
Proposition 6.6.2 yields that for  suciently small, T maps a ball in Ys into itself. By a
similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 6.6.1, one obtains, for s  1,
kT1u  T1vkYs  C(kukYs ; kvkYs)ku  vkYs :
Here C(kukYs ; kvkYs) is a real number depending on kukYs and kvkYs . Henceforth, for  > 0
suciently small, T1 is a contraction and the local well-posedness follows from Banach xed-
point theorem. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1.3.
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6.7 Proof of Proposition 6.6.1
We only present details for proving
kwks;  1
2
 Ckukk+2Ys :
The estimates for the extra term
 X
n
hni2s
Z j bw(n; )j
h+ n5id
2! 12
 Ckukk+2Ys
are similar, and we omit the details. For simplicity, we assume  = 1.
From the denition of w in (6.6.2), we nd that
bw(n; ) = X
m1+m2+n1++nk=n
m1m2
Z bu(m1;     1        k)bu(m2; )

kY
j=1
bu(nj; j)dd1    dk:
Notice that
w =
1
k + 1
@xu
k+1@xu:
Hence we can put additional conditions for m1;m2; n1;    ; nk:
m1 + n1 +   + nk 6= 0 and m2 + n1 +   + nk 6= 0:
Without loss of generality, we assume that
jm1j  jm2j and jn1j      jnkj:
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Henceforth, in order to estimate kwks;  1
2
, by duality, we only need to estimate
S1 =:
X
m1+m2+n1++nk=n
m2+n1++nk 6=0
jm1jjm2j
jn1jjnkj
Z hnisjAn;jjm1jjm2j
h+ n5i 12 jbu(m1;     1        k)jjbu(m2; )j
 jbu(n1; 1)j    jbu(nk; k)jdd1    dkd;
(6.7.1)
where the sequence fAn;g satises
X
n2Z
Z
R
jAn;j2d  1:
Carrying on the similar idea as before, we want to either distribute m1;m2 into some bu's or
get some decay factor to cancel them out. More precisely, let us consider two cases:
jm1 +m2j  1000k2jn1j; (6.7.2)
jm1 +m2j > 1000k2jn1j: (6.7.3)
Case (6.7.2) In this case, we have
jnjs  Cjn1js;
since n = m1 +m2 + n1 +    + nk and jn1j      jnkj. Hence we may distribute ns intobu(n1; 1), and so S1 (dened in (6.7.1)) is bounded by
S1 
Z
jF (x; t)jjG1(x; t)j2jH(x; t)jjU(x; t)jk 1dxdt; (6.7.4)
where F;H and U are functions dened as in (6.5.6), (6.5.8) and (6.5.9) respectively, and
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G1 is given by
G1(x; t) =
X
n
Z
jnjjbu(n; )jeiteinxd:
By a use of Holder inequality, we nd that
S1  kFk4kG1k24kHk4kUkk 11 :
We apply (6.3.1) to yield
kFk4  CkFk0; 3
10
 C
 X
n
Z
jAn;j2d
!1=2
 C;
kHk4  CkHk0; 3
10
 Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs ;
kG1k4  CkG1k0+; 3
10
 Ckuks; 1
2
 CkukYs :
In the last inequality we used s > 1. Obviously kUk1  CkukYs . Henceforth, we deduce
that kwks;  1
2
 Ckukk+2Ys as desired.
Case (6.7.3) In this case, we have
jm1j  500k2jn1j:
We further divide this case in two subcases:
jm2j  jn1j; (6.7.5)
jm2j > jn1j: (6.7.6)
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First we consider (6.7.5). In this subcase, we get
n5   (m51 +m52 + n51 +   + n5k)
= 5m41(n1 + b2) + 10m
3
1(n1 + b2)
2 + 10m21(n1 + b2)
3 + 5m1(n1 + b2)
4
+ 5(n1 + b2)n1b2(n
2
1 + b
2
2 + n1b2) +O(m
4
2n2) +O(n
4
2m2) +O(n
4
2n3);
where b2 = m2 + n2 +    + nk. Since m2 + n1 +    + nk 6= 0, one has n1 + b2 6= 0. Notice
that in this case jn1j  jm1j. Then we have either
maxfm42jn2j; n42jm2j; n42jn3jg  1100m41; (6.7.7)
or jn5   (m51 +m52 + n51   + n5k)j  m41: (6.7.8)
From (6.7.7),
hnisjm1jjm2j  Cjm1jsjm1jjm2j  Cmaxfjn1jsjn2js=4jm1jjm2j; jn1js=4jn2jsjm1jjm2jg:
(6.7.9)
Henceforth
S1 
Z
jF (x; t)jjG1(x; t)j2jH(x; t)jjH2(x; t)jjU(x; t)jk 2dxdt;
where H2 is dened by
H2(x; t) =
X
n
Z
hnis=4jbu(n; )jeiteinxd:
Using Holder inequality, we nd that
S1  kFk4kG1k26kHk4kH2k6kUkk 21  Ckukk+2Ys ;
since s > 1. This nishes the case of (6.7.7).
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If (6.7.8) holds, then one of the following statements must be true:
j+ n5j  m41 (6.7.10)
j    1        k +m51j  m41 (6.7.11)
j+m52j  m41 (6.7.12)
9j 2 f1;    ; kg; such that jj + n5j j  m41 (6.7.13)
The cases (6.7.10), (6.7.11), (6.7.12) and (6.7.13) can be done similarly as the cases (6.5.15),
(6.5.16) and (6.5.17). We omit the details. This completes the discussion on (6.7.5).
We now turn to the subcase (6.7.6). In this subcase, observe that
n5   (m51 +m52 + n51 +   + n5k)
= 5m41(m2 + b1) + 10m
3
1(m2 + b1)
2 + 10m21(m2 + b1)
3 + 5m1(m2 + b1)
4
+ 5(m2 + b1)m2b1(m
2
2 + b
2
1 +m2b1) +O(n
4
1n2)
= 5(m2 + b1)m1(m1 +m2 + b1)
 
m21 + (m2 + b1)
2 +m1(m2 + b1)

+ 5(m2 + b1)m2b1(m
2
2 + b
2
1 +m2b1) +O(n
4
1n2);
where b1 = n1 +   + nk. Notice that, from (6.7.3),
5(m2 + b1)m1(m1 +m2 + b1)  m21 + (m2 + b1)2 +m1(m2 + b1)
 2000k2jm2 + b1jjm1j3hn1i:
Clearly we also have
j5(m2 + b1)m2b1(m22 + b21 +m2b1)j  15kjm2 + b1jjm1j3jn1j:
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Since m2 + b1 6= 0, we reduce the problem to either
n41jn2j  1100 jm1j3hn1i; (6.7.14)
or jn5   (m51 +m52 + n51   + n5k)j  m31: (6.7.15)
Notice that from (6.7.14), we obtain
hnisjm1jjm2j  Cjm1js+1jm2j  jm1jjm2jjn1jsjn2js=3:
Then the desired estimate follows by using the same method as in (6.7.9). The case (6.7.15)
can be handled exactly the same as the case (6.7.8). Hence we complete the proof for the
subcase (6.7.6). Therefore the discussion on Case (6.7.3) is done.
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